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ActionSportGames® A/S
the company
ActionSportGames® A/S is a worldwide leader
in the business of replica firearms and accessories manufacturing – including Airsoft guns,
Airguns, CO2 guns, and firearms replicas.
We are specialized in 1:1 scale replica guns
and accessories for fun, action, sports, entertainment and collection. The assortment
consists mainly of licensed models and exclusive
subbrands of ActionSportGames® A/S.
One of our goals is to become the preferred
supplier in the firearms replica business
through worldwide license agreements,
quality brands and premium service – before,
during and after sales.

Exclusive brands
ActionSportGames® A/S has developed a series
of independent brands of replica firearms,
components and accessories, which have gained
high awareness and preference in the market.
The current portfolio of exclusive brands include
Strike Systems Tactical Gear and Pro Optics
sights and scopes, Gold Fire BB’s, Blaster BB’s,
Q-Bullet BB’s, Ultrair gas, Ultrair lubrication,
CO2 capsules, Discoveryline-, Sportline- and
Proline concepts, ULTIMATE® upgrade parts and
CO2 4.5 mm series pistols.
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Dear reader and user
At ActionSportGames® A/S we are pleased once
again to launch and present our latest printed
catalogue for the public. During the years we
have received useful feedback on older catalogue
versions and at the same time we have developed
our product line, concepts, product structure,
website/catalogue etc.. So the challenge for
our team with this catalogue has been and will
be for the future to improve the interaction and
overview between all these parameters and
present them for you our readers and users of the
products in a useful way.
In this catalogue you find all products sold under
ActionSportGames® A/S brands. Furthermore we
have structured the catalogue with advertisement
for foreign (other) brands provided and sold to
the market by ActionSportGames® A/S such as
MECHANIX, MadBull, Dye and more. Overview
for these products is available in separate
catalogues or on our online product catalogue.

It is a major challenge to provide all product
details in a printed catalogue. For this reason ActionSportGames® have invested many ressources
to create an online web solution to support users
with more details such as pictures, spare part
list, easy search for specific items through a new
product search filter, product hints with more.
We sincerely which and hope it will support
your needs and create the product service many
people looking for. To support you with latest
updates events etc. Team ActionSportGames is
now present at facebook as well.
For ActionSportGames the target is clear.
Whether you operate off- or online we strive to
provide the best tools in the market to support
your needs.
We wish you allot of enjoyable time and pleasure
with this new catalogue and the products now
and in the future.
On behalf of the entire
ActionSportGames® A/S Team
Johnny Pedersen/CEO
Henrik Grobelnik/General Director
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Exclusive world wide
license agreements
Through worldwide exclusive license
agreements ActionSportGames® A/S has
been authorized by many famous original
firearms and accessories manufacturers to
replicate their firearms, components and
accessories into outstanding realistic 1/1
scale replica’s of the highest quality. At
ActionSportGames® A/S we work dedicated
with these brands making them the natural
choice for current and future Airgun and
Airsoft gun users.
The purpose of our licensing agreements is primarily to ensure that we can provide the Airsoft
community with realistic looking replicas featuring authentic markings and trademarks. Working
closely with the original firearms manufacturers
we have access to detailed blueprints allowing
new replica guns to be developed in a very short
time and with great attention to detail in dimensions and function.
On some projects we cooperate with established
Airsoft manufacturers in the development and
distribution of Airsoft guns, one recent example
is the Ashbury ASW.338LM Airsoft sniper, produced on a sub license by Vega (VFC).
Whereas the coming EVO 3 A1 AEG is developed
entirely in-house by ASG in close cooperation
with CZ who has supplied input for the finished
Airsoft gun. Being in total control of the development and manufacturing of the EVO 3 A1 allows
ASG to ensure the highest quality, so this coming
AEG will exceed all expectations.

Accuracy International Ltd. is the manufacturer of one of the most famous sniper rifles,
the AW rifle system – known in Airsoft as the AW .308 and AW .338.

Exclusive licenses

Accuracy International Ltd., England – www.accuracyinternational.com

ArmaLite Inc., USA – www.armalite.com
ArmaLite Inc. is the original inventor of the legendary M-16 style assault rifle now copied and
produced by many different companies. ArmaLite with its technology now offers a full line of AR-24
pistols, M-15, AR-10, AR-30 and impressive AR-50 rifles in addition to a wide range of components
and parts like the AR-180B.

A.R.M.S. Inc ., USA – www.armsmounts.com
A.R.M.S®, is the world famous US manufacturer of a wide range of mounting systems, component
and accessories for M16/AR15, M4, M14 and many more. A.R.M.S.® is the original designer and
manufacturer of many products like the Dovetail Dimensions (Mil-STD 1913 Rail), Silhouette™,
Throw Levers®, and the most popular S.I.R.® System.

Arsenal Inc., USA – www.arsenalinc.com
Arsenal Inc. is the exclusive US manufacturer of the finest and most authentic examples of the time proven
AK design. Arsenal manufactures over twenty different rifle versions to include a wide range of accessories
and components.

Ashbury International Group, Inc. & Ashbury Precision Ordnance, Mfg., USA
– www.ashburyintlgroup.com
Ashbury International Group Inc. is a prime contractor, manufacturer and supplier for the US Marine Corps,
US Army, US Navy, US SOCOM and the Department of Homeland Security. Ashbury is a US DOD Prime
contractor for laser range finders, combat equipment, night vision devices, and popular Ashbury Precision
Ordnance, ASW338LM™ with additional sniper rifles.

B&T AG, Switzerland – www.btag.ch
Manufacturer of the MP9 submachine gun, which is one of the most widely used weapons for special
forces and anti-terror units worldwide.

Bersa SA – www.bersa.com.ar
Originally, Bersa produced products for the former arms manufacturer, Ballester Molina, but today
Bersa designs and manufactures pistols for sportsmen and law enforcement agencies across the
world and is one of the largest privately owned corporations in Argentina.

BSA Guns (UK) Limited – www.bsaguns.co.uk
The “Sten gun” manufactured by Birmingham Small Arms Company Limited (BSA). In the early1940’s the
British switched submachine guns and began using the Sten gun of which BSA Ltd. was manufacturing. Total
production of Mark 1 and slightly modified Mark 1* Sten machine guns was estimated at 100 000.
The Sten gun was used during World War II, through to the Korean War and stayed in service until the 1960’s.

Cobray Company, USA – www.cobray.com
Cobray is the manufacturer of the super compact Ingram M-10 and M-11 submachine guns.
The Ingram models are very popular in action movies featuring trigger happy characters.

Concern Izhmash, Russia – www.izhmash.ru
Concern Izhmash OSCJ (IZHMASH) is the world famous Russian manufacturer of the Dragunov (SVD,
SVDS models) sniper rifles, Kalasnikov assault rifles and many other well known firearms and accessories.
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CZ Česká Zbrojovka, Czech Republic – www.czub.com
CZ is one of the largest manufacturers in the world within the small arms industry. CZ produces
famous models like the Scorpion vz. 61 submachine gun, the CZ 75 handgun and many other
weapons for members of special units, aircrews and law enforcement worldwide.

Dan Wesson Firearms, USA – www.danwessonfirearms.com / www.cz-usa.com
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Dan Wesson Firearms has always been a trusted name in the Firearms Industry. The Dan Wesson name
and logo are synonymous with quality, finish, and accuracy. A state of the art manufacturing facility
located in Norwich, New York is today producing some of the finest most reliable Revolvers and Semi
Automatic Pistols.

Detonics, USA – www.detonics.ws
Detonics is historically recognized as the innovator of the compact 1911 like the Combat Master, Classic
Series and the DNX which brings together the Detonics legacy. The new Detonics “DTX” Series is a revolutionary pistol which will not only continue tradition but also change the home defense, law enforcement and the duties of peacekeeping. Detonics innovation and human factor engineering are not just
slogans at Detonics; it is Detonics’ core mission.

DS Arms Inc., USA – www.dsarms.com
DSA weapons have always been perceived as weapons that are second to none. DS Arms (DSA)
produces a wide range of firearms, components and accessories including the world famous SA58™
FAL rifle along with a number of other firearms like the Spartan Series, G1 FAL, and SPR sniper rifle.

Eagle Arms, USA – www.armalite.com
Eagle Arms is primarily known for its AR-10 and M15 rifles, and is a division of Armalite Inc., and
manufactures M16 style sporting Rifles and parts.

Franchi S.p.A., Italy – www.franchi.com
Franchi S.p.A. is a leader in modern manufacturing techniques (today a part of the Beretta Group and
Benelli.) The world famous SPAS-12 shotgun was designed in the late 1970’s by the Italian company as a
special purpose, military and police close combat weapon. The further development of the SPAS-12 is the
new SPAS-15 shotgun intended for law enforcement and military use.

Hera Arms, Germany - http://www.hera-arms.com
Founded in 2006 the German company H.E.R.A. (“High-grade European Research for small Arms”) produces a range of weapon accessories and conversion kits. Their Colt Pistol Extension shows that even a
100 year old design like the Colt M1911 can be brought up to date with their latest innovations. The design
specifically gives the user the possibility of transforming a 1911A1 into a fully functional carbine.

Lewis Machine & Tool Company (LMT), USA - www.lewismachine.net
Lewis Machine & Tool Company (LMT) was founded in 1980 to provide the military, law enforcement
and government agencies with high quality weapons, components, and modular weapon systems.
LMT is the manufacturer of the popular M203 Grenade Launcher, patent-pending Monolithic Rail
Platform (MRP) along with many other products and parts.

MasterPiece Arms – www.masterpiecearms.com
Bringing quality engineering and manufacturing to a proven product line has been the sole focus
of MasterPiece Arms. A simple redesign of the cocking mechanism opens up new worlds and
new options for the MAC. The MPA product line allows the once confined MAC to be formed
into a rifle system or tactical weapon which is unlike others in its class.

Mcmillan Group International, USA - http://www.mcmfamily.com/
Founded in 1975 by Gale McMillan. The companies include McMillan Firearms Manufacturing ,a manufacturer of the McMillan tactical and hunting rifles; McMillan Fiberglass Stocks, a leading manufacturer
of premium custom fiberglass stocks for hunting, competition, tactical and OEM markets; and McMillan
Machine Company, a contract manufacturer of precision machined parts. McMillan Group International,
is now the corporate parent for a family of firearms companies committed to excellence in the firearms
industry internationally.

Milkor Ltd. was founded in 1980 and is a world leader in the design, development and manufacturing of
37/38 and 40mm weapons systems. Milkor systems are used in more than 30 countries world-wide and are
very well known for its 40mm MGL (Multiple Grenade Launcher) range of products. Milkor products range
from both lethal and less-lethal systems. Other Milkor weapons include the UBGL, STOPPER, MRGL and
37/3M Multiple Anti Riot (MAR) lightweight shoulder fired 6-shot launcher a derivative of the 40mm MGL.

Sage Control Ordnance, USA – www.sageinternationalltd.com
Sage International, Ltd. (SIL) was established in 1973 as a trading company. In 1979 SIL began manufacturing products to serve the law enforcement and special operations military markets. Since inception,
we continue to meet the needs of our customers by expanding our range of defensive and military
products. Eventually this grew to the point where it became necessary to form a separate company,
known as Sage Control Ordnance, Inc. (SCOI). SCOI was incorporated in 1992 to design, manufacture,
and market Less Lethal Munitions and Launching Systems.

Sage International, Ltd., USA – www.sageinternationalltd.com
Sage International Ltd. was founded in 1973 with the mission to design, develop and manufacture small
arms accessories, security products and modifications for firearms. The focus of Sage international Ltd.
is to expand the use of a firearm’s platform and increase its effectiveness. Sage currently manufactures
a variety of rifles (EBR) and shotguns, accessories, less-lethal weapons, vehicle gun racks and inspection mirrors.

Steyr Arms, Austria – www.steyr-mannlicher.com
Located in Austria, Steyr Arms produces technically advanced weapons like the AUG rifles, scout
rifles, M9-A1 pistol series, Elite, HS. 50 and the SSG 08 rifles.

STI International, USA – www.stiguns.com
STI continues its evolution of the 1911 by producing firearms at the highest level. STI International
manufacturers high-end race guns for IPSC shooting and other exclusive pistols like the Edge, Eagle
and Lawman series including the new STI-GP6 and STI 5.56 mm NATO sporting rifle.

US Ordnance inc., USA – www.usord.com
US Ordnance, Reno, Nevada is the exclusive manufacturer and sole distributor for all models of the
battle proven M60 Series machine guns and spare parts. Licensed for replication are the complete
weapons systems including the M60, M60D, M60E3 and M60E4 (e.g. Mod. 1 and Mod. O) configurations to include various parts and components.

Yankee Hill Machine Co., Inc., USA – www.yhm.net
YHM was established in 1951 when two friends joined forces to follow through on a dream of owning
& operating their own machining facility. Since that time the YHM has experienced steady growth,
popularity and attention to quality products and machining. YHM over the years has OEM a number
of well known products and accessories and has for years now also designed & produced a number of
own products for the firearms industry.

Zastava, Serbia – www.zastava-arms.com
With more than 150 years of experience Zastava Arms has proud traditions for manufacturing
and completely meet the needs of the military and civilian firearms with its wide range of pistols,
revolvers, shotguns, and sporting weapons.

ActionSportGames® A/S, Denmark is the exclusive worldwide licensee for all the above firearm and accessory manufacturers in regard to their
intellectual properties (IP), trademarks (™), registration marks (®) and copyrights (©). All rights are inclusive of all type, models and kinds of
replica firearms, components, accessories, software, CO2 guns, Airguns and Airsoft guns. All rights are reserved solely by ActionSportGames® A/S.

Exclusive licenses

Milkor (Pty) Ltd., South Africa – www.milkor.co.za
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Safety guide
Keep your finger of the trigger until you are
ready to fire.
This is the best way to avoid accidental discharging.

Always use an appropriate carry case when
transporting Airsoft guns or Airguns in
public. Be responsible, other people will not
recognize a replica gun for what it is.

Treat all Airsoft guns as if they are loaded
until checked, to prevent accidental discharge
of BBs.

Always clear the chamber after removing
the magazine by firing the gun in a safe
direction.

Wear appropriate eye and face protection
when handling Airsoft guns. Simple safety
glasses may be adequate when target-shooting
but full protection goggles should be worn
when engaging in Airsoft skirmishes and if you
disassemble your Airsoft gun (not recommended).

When not using the Airsoft gun, remove the
magazine, empty the chamber and disconnect the battery. Always store your Airsoft gun
in a secure location.

Always use precision 6mm BBs for this Airsoft
gun. Never use any used or damaged BBs.

Always wear safety goggles when using your
Airsoft gun.

Do not look directly into the gun barrel.

Never aim or shoot at people or animals. Always
set the selector on “safe” position (except when
you are ready to shoot a target).

Select a safe place for operating the Airsoft gun.
Avoid shooting in public places.

Do not disassemble gun yourself. Always contact
your local retailer.

Laser sights are only sold in countries
where local laws allow them.
Never aim a laser at the eyes of yourself or
others.
When transporting your Airsoft gun, always set
the selector lever on ‘safe’, and place the Airsoft
gun in a case or bag.

CO2 powered Airsoft guns are only sold in
countries
where local laws allow them.

Join our community
and follow us
…and get the latest insights on Airsoft, events, products,
competitions and to connect with other gamers
#teamasg #actionsportgames #evo3a1
www.facebook.com/actionsportgames

Overview

Getting
an overview
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Product overview
To help you gain a quick overview of the products
in our new ASG catalogue, the details of every
Airsoft gun is shown in a table at the bottom
of every page. To further help you identify the
details of the products, we’ve created a set
of simple icons to quickly show the key features
of the products. These icons also describe the
products in our online product catalogue on our
website, www.actionsportgames.com.

The tables
Below you’ll see a sample of the product table,
with a quick description of the data.

Ref.

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag.
Capacity

Std. magazine

84/276

0,7

860

510

80

14

15920

The velocity
of the Airsoft
gun is shown
in metres per
second, and in
feet per second.
When measuring
the velocity,
a 0,20g BB is
always used as
standard.

The velocity
and the weight
of the BB,
converted
to energy. The
energy is measured in Joule.

The total weight
of the Airsoft
gun including a
standard magazine. The weight
is measured in
grams.

The total length
of the Airsoft
gun, is measured in mm.

The length of
the barrel, measured from the
loading point
of the BB to the
muzzle of the
barrel, in mm.

The BB capacity
of a standard
magazine for the
specific product.

This is the
Ref. no. of the
recommended
standard
magazine for
the product.
For alternative
magazines, you
can refer to
the magazine
spreads pp.
58-61.

Hop-up

15913

• Fixed
• Adjustable

The reference
no. is used to
identify the
specific product.
You need this
when ordering
products.

This indicates
whether the
product has
an adjustable
Hop-up function, a fixed
Hop-up function
or no Hop-up
function.

The icons

The Value Pack concept

To quickly identify a product group or product specific details, we’ve made a set of simple, easily recognizable icons. These icons
are shown together with each product. (eg.
the optics pages pp. 106-111 where the
reticules differ from scope to scope).

The value pack concept provides a
complete package consisting of Airsoft Gun,
Battery and Charger. Everything needed to
get started in Airsoft all in one pack, at a
great price.

Technical functions

Power source

Spring
operated

Gas
operated

CO2
operated

Electrical

Special features

Unique
serial no.

Ce
approved

Bio
degradable

Laser class

Scope & dot sight reticules

Non
blowback

Blowback
action

Double
Fixed
Adjustable
action pistol Hop-up system Hop-up
system

Metal slide

Full metal
Airsoft gun

Accessory rail

LED light

Value
pack

Easy load of
CO2 cartridge
in pistol grip

Contents
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Contents
		 Airsoft guns

The tables

12-33
36-41
42-43
44-47
48-52
53
54-55
56-57
60-61
62-65
66-79
80-85
88-91
92-103

CO2 revolvers & pistols
Spring pistols
AEG pistols
Gas – non-blowback
Gas – blowback
Grenade launchers
MP9 series – gas blowback
Gas sniper rifles & rifles
concept overview
Discoveryline products
Sportline products
ULTIMATE Sportline challenge
CZ EVO 3 A1
Proline products

		Accessories, BB’s & tactical gear

This catalogue applies to all countries
except for the US.
(see separate catalogue for products
sold in the US – ref. 50011)

The icons

Some of the products in this catalogue
might not be available in all countries
due to local legislation.

104-107
108-109
110-111
112-113
114-115
116
117
118-119
120-126
127-129
130-132
134-151
132-153		
154-157
158
159
160
161-163

Magazines
Airsoft BB’s – an overview
BLASTER BBs
Open BLASTER BBs
Devil BBs
Goldfire BBs
Other BB brands
Introduction to optics
Scopes and dotsights
Flashlights, lasersights & mounts
R.I.S., R.A.S. & handguards
Safety & tactical gear
Carry cases
Batteries & chargers
Ultrair accessories
Accessories
Accessories – shooting targets
Merchandise

CO2 revolvers and pistols
CO2 powered pistols are the most powerful of
the Airsoft pistols. They are capable of firing
semi-automatic and come in both blowback
and non-blowback versions. CO2 cartridges
in Airsoft pistols lasts longer than its gas
counterpart, which means you can fire more
BB’s before having to replace the CO2 capsule.
In some of the CO2 powered Airsoft pistols,
the CO2 capsule is hidden in the handle of the
pistols (easy load system), making it possible
to use stick magazines, which come cheaper
than gas magazines. Revolvers where the CO2
capsule is hidden in the handle are very popular
CO2 Airsoft pistols, – especially the Dan Wesson
2,5”, 4”, 6” and 8” revolvers, which are very
realistic and extremely powerful. These revolvers use realistic shells each carrying one 6 mm
BB, loaded in exactly the samme manner as the
real revolvers.

CO2 pistols
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Dan Wesson 2,5” Revolver

This 2.5” Black revolver licensed by Dan Wesson, offers realistic shooting fun in a handy
size. It has authentic markings and a individual
serial number stamped into the frame. The revolver features a double action trigger system
and adjustable rear sight for extra realism and
accuracy. The Dan Wesson revolver is made of
metal except for the ergonomic grip constructed in hard ABS plastic. The 12g CO2 cartridge
is stored in the grip and is easily accessed by
sliding the grip back – easy-load style. Each
of the 6 cartridges holds one 6mm BB and is
placed in the metal cylinder that rotates as
each round is fired. The revolver comes with
speed-loader, attachable tactical rail and 6
cartridges.
Black version
Gold version

Ref. 17175
Ref. 17373

Dan Wesson 4” Revolver

This 4” Dan Wesson revolver is a
beautiful silver plated revolver. The full metal
construction gives the revolver a very solid impression and you can immediately feel the quality. The 12g CO2 capsule is loaded into the grip
and each of the realistic 6 shells holds one BB
that is fired at more than 130 m/s (420 pfs)
Included: Speed loader, 2 changeable tactical
rails and 6 shells.
Ref. 16181

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

17175

None

120/394

1,4

850

210

65

6

16186

17373

None

120/394

1,4

850

210

65

6

16186

16181

None

134/440

1,8

878

242

87

6

16186

CO2 pistols

Dan Wesson 6” Revolver

Impressive and elegant. This powerful 6” Chrome revolver licensed by
Dan Wesson, draws attention and packs a big punch. It has authentic
markings and an individual serial number stamped into the frame. The
revolver features a double action trigger system and adjustable rear sight
for extra realism and accuracy. The Dan Wesson revolver is made of metal
except for the ergonomic grip constructed in hard ABS plastic. The 12g CO2
cartridge is stored in the grip and is easily accessed by sliding the grip back
– easy-load style. Each of the 6 cartridges holds one BB and is placed in the
metal cylinder that rotates as each round is fired. The revolver comes with
speed-loader, attachable tactical rail and 6 cartridges.
Silver
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Ref. 17115

Ref. 16182

Dan Wesson 8” Revolver

The biggest and most powerful revolver in the Dan Wesson family is the
monstrous 8” version. The 90’s SNAP megahit “I’ve got the power” is
added whole new meaning when sporting this huge 8” revolver. Impressive
weight, more than 1 kilo, and a power output of more than 150 m/s (500
fps), this revolver really is a force to be reckoned with.

Ref. 17551

Included: Speed loader, changeable tactical rail and 6 shells.
Black
Silver

Ref. 16182
Ref. 17551

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

17115

None

138/453

1,9

994

298

136

6

16186

16182

None

165/540

2,7

1040

338

193

6

16186

17551

None

165/540

2,7

1040

338

193

6

16186

CO2 pistols
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Dan Wesson 2,5” Revolver – Low power

This is the Low power version of the 2.5” Black Dan Wesson revolver –
the smalIest of the officially licensed Dan Wesson revolvers. The revolver
features a double action trigger system and adjustable rear sight for extra
realism and accuracy. The 12g CO2 cartridge is stored in the grip and is
easily accessed by sliding the grip back – easy-load style. Each of the 6
cartridges holds one 6mm BB and is placed in the metal cylinder that
rotates as each round is fired. The revolver comes with speed-loader,
attachable tactical rail and 6 cartridges.
Ref. 17505

Dan Wesson 4” Revolver – Low power

This Low power 4” Dan Wesson revolver is a beautiful silver plated
revolver. The full metal construction gives the revolver a very solid impression and quality feel. The 12g CO2 capsule is loaded into the grip and
each of the realistic 6 shells holds one BB. Included: Speed loader,
2 changeable tactical rails and 6 shells.
Ref. 17506

Ref.

Hop-up

Max velocity
ms/fps

Max energy

Weight (g)

17505

None

100/328

1,0

17506

None

100/328

1,0

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

850

210

65

6

-

878

242

87

6

-

* For low power versions, joule statement indicates maximum measurement for all revolvers.

CO2 pistols
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Dan Wesson 6” Revolver – Low power

The 6” version of the legendary Dan Wesson revolver. Like its 4”
and 8” cousins the Dan wesson 6” comes with fully licensed authentic
markings and individual serial numbers. The revolver has double action trigger systems and adjustable rear sight for extra realism. Even the shells have
received a stamp of approval – “DAN WESSON”. This Low power revolver
comes in both grey and silver versions.
Grey
Silver

Ref. 17478
Ref. 17479

Ref. 17477

Dan Wesson 8” Revolver – Low power

The biggest of the Dan Wesson revolvers is the monstrous 8” version.
Like its high-power cousin, this impressive 8” revolver weighs more than
one kilo, has adjustable rear sight and authentic markings – making it a
very realistic Airsoft gun. Included: Speed loader, changeable tactical rail
and 6 shells.
Black
Silver

Ref. 17563

Ref. 17477
Ref. 17563

Ref.

Hop-up

Max velocity
ms/fps

Max energy

17478/17479

None

100/328

17477

None

100/328

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

1,0

994

298

136

6

-

1,0

1040

338

193

6

-

* For low power versions, joule statement indicates maximum measurement for all revolvers.

CO2 pistols
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Belt holster 2,5” & 4” revolvers

This form-molded belt holster is designed
especially for the Dan Wesson revolver series.
The holster has been molded to fit the contours
of the revolver, making the holster display clear
outlines of the gun. A soft inner lining protects
the finish on your gun. For right-handed draw.
Fits: 2.5” and 4” Dan Wesson.
Ref. 17349

Belt holster 6” & 8” revolvers

As with the smaller version, this belt holster has
soft inner lining protecting the finish on your
gun. For right-handed draw.
Fits: 6” and 8” Dan Wesson.
Ref. 17350

Dan Wesson wood style grip

The Dan Wesson series revolvers are already
impressive to look at, but this unique upgrade
part will add a personal touch to the styling
of this popular revolver. Made to look like real
wood this revolver grip is easy to install by
carefully replacing the stock grip.
Let your local dealer show how its done.
Ref. 17455

Features:
• Form-molded.
• Ballistic nylon.
• Soft lining.
• Adjustable strap.
• Belt loop.

CO2 pistols

Shoulder holster

Holster specifically designed for the
Dan Wesson revolvers – your Dan Wesson in
the left pocket for quick and easy right-hand
draw. The right pocket fits two speed loaders
each with 6 bullets.
Ref. 16494
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Speedloader

Speedloader for all Dan Wesson
airsoft revolvers, holds 6 cartridges
which are included.
Ref. 16186

Cartridges,
box of 25 pcs.

CO2 cartridges with lubricant

Make cleaning and maintaining your
CO2 gun a breeze. The new lubrication
cartridges from ASG can be used in all
CO2 powered Airguns and Airsoftguns
that are using a 12 g CO2 cartridge. In
addition to the CO2 gas, the cartridges
are also filled with 0.8 g of silicon
oil that cleans and lubricates the valve
while shooting, and at the same time provides all
moving parts of the gun with a layer of oil that
lowers friction and wear, resulting in smooth action, consistent accuracy and increased lifespan
of all parts
12 gr., 5 pcs Ref. 17425

CO2 cartridges

Each Cartridges contains 12 g
of CO2, used to power Airsoft guns
and airguns.
5 pcs.
500 pcs.

Ref. 15545
Ref. 16117

Box of 25 cartridges for all Dan Wesson
airsoft revolvers, each holds one 6mm BB.
Ref. 16549
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Cartridges, full metal
box of 12 pcs.

Box of 12 cartridges for all Dan Wesson
airsoft revolvers, made from steel and
polished brass. Each holds one 6mm BB.
Ref. 17606

Low power cartridges,
box of 25 pcs.

The Power-down cartridges for the Dan
Wesson 6mm Airsoft revolvers reduces
the velocity more than 50% by simply
restricting the gas-flow thru the cartridge
itself. This is a fast and simple way to lower
the power to an average of 1 Joule or less,
allowing the Dan Wesson to be used in all
skirmishes and on all shooting ranges.
Ref. 17509

New licensed CO2
Airsoft gun

Bersa BP9CC

CO2 pistols

Non-blowback
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Bersa BP9CC

The BP9CC is a semiautomatic 6 mm Airsoft
gun fully licensed by BERSA. It is a lightweight,
compact, ultra thin handgun, with an ergonomic design that improves line-of-sight. It is
powered by a 12g CO2 cartridge stored in the
grip using the easy-load system and the BBs
are put in a removable stick magazine. An integrated picatinny rail allows for mounting of
lasers or tactical lights. The grip and metal slide
carries authentic BERSA markings and every
gun comes with unique serial number.
Ref. 17307

Bersa Thunder 9 Pro

Originally developed by BERSA, as a military/
law-enforcement sidearm, the Thunder 9 Pro
was built to perform under adverse conditions
and provide decisive stopping power. This is
a semi-automatic 6 mm Airsoft version fully
licensed by BERSA. It is powered by a 12g CO2
cartridge stored in the grip using the easy-load
system and the BB’s are put in a removable stick
magazine. The Thunder 9 Pro is a lightweight,
full-sized handgun, with a ergonomic design. An
integrated picatinny rail allows for mounting of
lasers or tactical lights. The grip and slide caries
authentic BERSA markings and every gun comes
with unique serial number.
Ref. 17309

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

17307

Adjustable

125/410

1,6

595

17309

None

135/443

1,8

520

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

168

74

15

17310

192

115

15

17311

CO2 pistols

Blowback
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Bersa BP9CC

This is the blowback version of the BP9CC,
CO2 powered Airsoft pistol.It is a lightweight,
compact, ultra thin handgun, with an ergonomic
design. The CO2 cartridge is stored in the grip using the easy-load system and the BB’s are put in
a removable stick magazine. The grip and metal
slide caries authentic BERSA markings and every
gun comes with unique serial number.
•
•
•
•
•

Picatinny accessory rail.
3-dot sight system.
Barrel threaded for barrel extension tube.
Optional safety lever included.
CO2 Blowback.

The BP9CC (Concealed Carry) is
the first polymer frame handgun
from BERSA the Argentinian firearms
manufacturer, known world-wide for producing
reliable, affordable handguns.
Since 1958, BERSA® has been manufacturing
accurate, reliable, and robust handguns, utilizing
advanced firearms technologies paired with a
history of innovation. The Argentinean Military,
as well as law enforcement officials around
the world, have routinely issued and relied on
BERSA® handguns as their official sidearm.
BERSA® is currently one of the largest privately
owned corporations in Argentina.
Ref. 17308

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

17308

Adjustable

122/400

1,5

595

168

74

15

17310

CO2 pistols

Non-blowback
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CZ 75 P-07 Duty

The CZ 75 P-07 DUTY is the new generation of
the CZ 75 family which was designed back in
1975 by the famous small arms manufacturer
Česká Zbrojovka, Czech Repliblic. Two versions
of the this new P-07 DUTY are available – a
non-blowback (16718) and a blowback (16720)
version. Both versions are powered by a 12g CO2
capsule stored in the grip using the easy-load
system and the BB’s are put in the drop-out
magazine. The CZ 75 P-07 DUTY is a compact
tactical pistol and has an integrated front waiver
rail for mounting light and/or laser. The barrel
has threads for a silencer (items 15924 &
15925). The grip and metal slide carries authentic CZ markings and every gun comes with its
own unique serial number.

CZ 75D Compact

This is the non-blowback vesion of
the CO2 powered semi-automatic CZ 75D
Compact. Being a non-blowback means more
power left for propelling the BB’s giving this pistol
its extremely high power – 125 m/s (410 fps). The
pistol comes with a tool that allows you to adjust
the Hop-up, change CO2 capsule and unveil the
silencer threads.

Ref. 16718

Ref. 15564

CZ SP-01 Shadow

The CZ SP-01 SHADOW is an exciting new CO2 powered Airsoft pistol
based on the latest generation of pistols from CZ. The designed is
based on input from law enforcement, military and police communities
worldwide, and input from the world premier shooters of Team CZ. This
non-blowback is lightweight and easy to operate, the ergonomic grip with
checkered rubber grip panels make it sit extremely well in the hand. It features a fiber optic front sight and an accessory rail. The barrel has treading
for a barrel extension tube.
Ref. 17653

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

15564

Adjustable

126/413

1,6

625

185

94

16

15596

16718

Adjustable

126/415

1,4-1,8

815

186

83

16

16719

17653

Fixed

126/413

1,6

586

210

110

15

17654

CO2 pistols

Blowback
CZ 75 P-07 Duty

The CZ 75 P-07 DUTY is the new generation
of the CZ 75 family which was designed back
in 1975 by the famous small arms manufacturer
Česká Zbrojovka, Czech Repliblic. Two versions
of the this new P-07 DUTY are available – a
non-blowback (16718) and a blowback (16720)
version. Both versions are powered by a 12g CO2
capsule stored in the grip using the easy-load
system and the BB’s are put in the drop-out
magazine. The CZ 75 P-07 DUTY is a compact
tactical pistol and has an integrated front
waiver rail for mounting light and/or laser. The
barrel has threads for a silencer (items 15924 &
15925). The grip and metal slide carries authentic CZ markings and every gun comes with its
own unique serial number.

CZ 75D Compact
Metal slide

The blowBack version of the popular
fully licensed CZ 75D Compact. The metal slide
and BB’s are powered by a 12g CO2 capsule stored
in the magazine. The power on this pistol is very
high, 105 m/s (345fps), despite the blowback
function. The adjustable Hop-up of the CZ 75D
makes this pistol a very accurate choice.
Ref. 16092

Laser, CZ 75 & Duty series
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Ref. 16720

Ref. 17184

Tactical light/laser w. mount

CZ 75D Compact
Metal slide

Ref. 15927

The blowback version of the popular
fully licensed CZ 75D Compact dual tone.
The metal slide and BB’s are powered by a 12g CO2
capsule stored in the magazine. The power of this
pistol is very high, 105 m/s (345fps), despite the
blowback function. The adjustable Hop-up of the
CZ 75D makes this pistol a very accurate choice.

Barrel extension tube,
universal, metal

Ref. 16189

Fits both CZ 75D compact models
and CZ P-07 Duty models.
Ref. 15924

Rail Mount

Barrel extension tube,
universal, ventilated

Ref. 15926

Fits both CZ 75D compact models
and CZ P-07 Duty models.
Ref. 15925

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

16720

Adjustable

109/358

1,0-1,4

815

186

83

16

16719

16092

Adjustable

105/345

1,1

805

185

94

16

16093

16189

Adjustable

106/348

1,1

805

185

94

16

16093

CO2 pistols

Non-blowback
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Steyr M9-A1

This pistol is fully licensed by Steyr Mannlicher,
Austria. The ergonomic grip, illuminated rear
sight and waiver/picatinny accessory rail makes
this pistol very comfortable with a lot of external
upgrade possibilities. The 12g CO2 capsule is
stored in the grip and is easily changed. With
140 m/s (460fps) this is a very hard hitting pistol.
			
Ref. 16090

Magazine
Ref. 16091

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

16090

None

140/460

2,0

520

187

120

14

16091

CO2 pistols

Non-blowback/
Blowback

Blowback
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STI LAWMAN		

STI DUTY ONE		

STI International’s take on the classic 1911.
A fully functioning Airsoft replica with realistic
blowback action. Full metal slide and frame with
classic 1911 sights, hammer and safety makes
this a stunning Airsoft gun powered by CO2, it
even takes apart like the real thing for cleaning
and maintenance. The CO2 cartridge is stored in
the magazine which is easily loaded with BBs.

The DUTY ONE is fully licensed by the
famous high-end small arms manufacturer,
STI International, based in Texas, USA. The
pistol is semi-automatic and based on the classic
model 1911 but STI has upgraded and changed
the design and many of the functions. The frame
has an integrated front waiver rail for mounting light and laser. The grip is marked with STI
logo and the high rise beavertail grip secures a
perfect hold on the pistol. The BB’s are stored
in the drop-out magazine and powered by a 12g
CO2 capsule which is cleverly kept away in the
pistol grip thanks to the easy load system.
The pistol has a unique serial number and the
metal slide has the authentic STI logo engraved.
The STI DUTY ONE comes in two versions
– a non-blowback and a blowback version.

Ref. 17398

Non-Blowback
Blowback

Ref. 16722
Ref. 16724

STI TAC MASTER Desert		

This full metal updated version features many
improvements for better handling and performance – an adjustable competition trigger,
comfortable rubber grip and a tactical accessory
rail with 3 grooves for mounting lasers or light.
This is a fully licensed 6mm Airsoft replica with
authentic markings based on the original STI
design. Strong internal construction and the use
of a CO2 powered magazine, gives you an Airsoft
gun with powerful blowback, firing BBs at up to
105 m/s. (Gas magazine ref. 17182).
Ref. 17488

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

16722

Adjustable

133/436

1,6 - 2,0

820

220

115

16

16723

16724

Adjustable

113/372

1,1 - 1,5

820

220

115

16

16723

17398

Adjustable

100/328

1,0

960

218

115

24

17183

17488

Adjustable

100/328

1,0

969

223

112

24

17183

CO2 pistols

Other CO2 pistols
Non-blowback

MKII

This CO2 powered pistol is an update of the
popular and very powerful MK1, with enhanced
grip and outer barrel. The MKII has adjustable
Hop-up, the magazine holds 15 BB’s and has
illuminated front and rear sights.
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Ref. 17683

MKII, dual tone

This CO2 powered pistol is an update of the
popular and very powerful MK1, with enhanced
grip and outer barrel. The MKII has adjustable
Hop-up, the magazine holds 15 BB’s and has
illuminated front and rear sights.
Ref. 17684

Sport 106

CO2 powered pistol with fixed Hop-up
and lower weaver /picatinny rail for accessories.
The magazine holds 17 BB’s and has illuminated
front and rear sights.
Ref. 15524

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

17683

Adjustable

127

1,6

790

249

120

15

17685

17684

Adjustable

127

1,6

790

249

120

15

17685

15525

Fixed

115/377

1,3

588

180

115

14

15595

Ask for our new Airgun
catalogue and discover our
full range of 4.5mm Airguns
English version
French version
Spanish version

ref. 17539
ref. 17345
ref. 17346

You can also find the full range of
4.5mm Airguns on our website.
www.actionsportgames.com

Spring pistols

Spring pistols
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Spring powered Airsoft pistols are manually
operated single-shot pistols.
Because they are manually operated, they
are per definition not able to fire semi- or
full automatic. The spring operated pistols
are generally not as powerful as electric,
gas or CO2 operated pistols, (although
spring operated rifles are capable of delivering very powerful shots). The pistols are
very easy to operate and simple to handle.
One of the advantages of the spring pistols,
or ‘springers’, is that they are very reliable,
and can fire in almost any weather condition. In colder weather the spring pistols
are more realiable than gas operated
pistols, which are affected by very cold temperatures. Where electric pistols are prone
to malfunction in rain due to the battery
and electric parts, the spring pistols are not
affected by weather conditions in the same
way. Many Airsoft players use spring pistols
as a secondary backup weapon.

New

The spring operated pistols are generally
not as expensive as electric, gas or CO2
pistols. Spring operated pistols are very
good entry weapons to Airsoft gaming.

CZ SP-01 SHADOW

The CZ SP-01 SHADOW is an exciting new
Airsoft pistol based on the latest generation of
pistols from CZ, designed from input provided
by law enforcement, military and police communities worldwide, and with additional input
from the world premier shooters of Team CZ.
This spring powered pistol is lightweight
and easy to operate, the ergonomic grip
with checkered rubber grip panels makes
it fit extremely well in the hand. It features a
fiber optic front sight and an accessory rail.
Ref. 17655

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

17655

Fixed

63/207

0,4

500

207

-

14

17656

Spring pistols
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CZ 75 D Compact

The CZ 75D Compact series is a top product in its class – the only spring
pistol with adjustable Hop-up. The modern tactical design incorporates
features like rubber grip for better control, protective magazine base and a
lower rail for any rail-mounting accessory. The outer barrel is threaded so a
barrel extension tube can be fitted.
This fully licensed pistol by Ceska Zbrojovka is a very accurate replica of the
real-steel CZ 75 D Compact.
Ref. 15698

Flashlight, Tactical version
Super Xenon

Super bright tactical flashlight, perfect for
pistols with low picatinny/weaver rail. The light
can quickly be switched on and off on the rear
facing part. The flashlight is supplied with a
belt clip, where the light can be held when not
mounted on a pistol. The tactical flashlight uses
2xCR123A type batteries (ref. 16693).

Laser, CZ 75 & Duty series

Barrel extension tube,
universal, ventilated

Ref. 17184

Ref. 15925

Ref. 16085

Barrel extension tube,
universal, metal
Tactical light/laser w. mount

Ref. 15924

Ref. 15927

Rail Mount, universal
Ref. 15926

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

15698

Adjustable

63/207

0,4

503

185

73

13

15887

Spring pistols
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STI M1911 Classic

Classic STI M1911 pistol. This is a very light version with top class performance. The pistol has
a fixed hop-up and is very easy to operate.
The magazine holds 12 BB’s
Ref. 16845

STI Off Duty

The “STI Off Duty” is an ultra compact pistol in
full metal. It weighs over 300 grams and comes
very close to the original pistol. The magazine
holds 7 BB’s and has a fixed fixed Hop-up and
manual safety. An extra magazine is included
in the box.
Ref. 16060

STI Combat Master

The STI Combat Master is a full metal pistol with
an excellent combination of performance and
solid build. The spring pistol has a front accessory rail and carry fully licensed authentic STI
markings.
Ref. 16780

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

16845

Fixed

67/221

0,5

210

215

80

12

12715

16060

Fixed

55/180

0,3

335

140

60

7

–

16780

None

62/203

0,4

580

215

84

16

16798

Spring pistols

M92F
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The classic M92F pistol is used by
the US armed forces and is a very popular Airsoft
pistol due to its massive presence in action
movies. This heavyweight spring pistol comes
with fixed Hop-up and the magazine holds
25 BB’s.
Ref. 14760

M92 FS

The spring operated high performance version of
the classic M92FS. The high power and fixed Hopup makes the model very accurate. The magazine
holds 12 BB’s.
Also available in a chrome version (Ref. 14098.)
Ref. 14097

M92 FS

The spring operated high performance
version of the classic M92FS. The high power
and fixed Hop-up makes the model very
accurate. The magazine holds 12 BB’s. Also
in a black version (Ref. 14097)
Ref. 14098

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

14760

Fixed

55/180

0,3

600

207

90

25

11527

14097

Fixed

67/210

0,4

400

219

100

13

12717

14098

Fixed

67/210

0,4

400

219

100

13

11653

Spring pistols

HI-CAPA Cal.45

A small scale replica of the popular
HI-Capa 5.1 pistol. This spring pistol holds 11
BB’s in the magazine and weighs 320 grams.
The HI-CAPA CaL.45 has waiver/picatinny rail
that allows accessories to be mounted.
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Ref. 16532

DL30

The DL30 is a full metal compact spring
pistol. With a weight close to 300 grams.
A magazine with 9 BB’s and a velocity of 180 fps
makes this small pistol is a “deadly” adversary
in any Airsoft game.
Ref. 16493

DL60 SOCOM

The biggest and most impressive of the spring
pistols - the DL60 Socom includes barrel extension tube and has weaver/picatinny rail for accessories. This heavyweight pistol has fixed Hop-up
and the magazine holds up to 27 BB’s.
Ref. 15918

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

16532

None

50/164

0,3

320

170

54

11

16536

16493

None

55/180

0,3

290

150

94

9

-

15918

Fixed

58/190

0,3

650

240

107

27

-

Spring pistols
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G17

The G17 is a real treat to shoot.
With its 210 fps and fixed Hop-up, this is a true
performance spring operated pistol. The pistol
is very well known and is used by both law
enforcement and national security agencies
worldwide.
Ref. 14096

G17

A heavyweight version of the G17
spring model. Preferred by many special
agencies – FBI, CIA , NSA – and seen in
numerous movies. It comes with standard
weaver/picatinny rail for accessory mounting.
Ref. 11110

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

14096

Fixed

64/208

0,4

340

200

80

12

12716

11110

Fixed

41/134

0,2

600

204

90

14

14620

Electric pistols

Electric pistols
The electric Airsoft pistols can shoot
both automatic and semi-automatic, and
usually have adjustable hop-up systems.
The electric Airsoft pistols often come as
complete sets – with battery, battery charger and sometimes even a speed loader.
So all that’s needed for the gamer to start
playing is to charge the battery and load
up the magazine.

Electric Airsoft pistols are not as widespread as spring, gas and CO2 pistols.
However, the electric pistols are very
reliable Airsoft pistols – contrary to gas
operated pistols, they are not affected by
cold temperatures and will keep firing in
even extremely cold temperatures. Being
battery operated, the gamer does not have
to refill the pistol with gas or CO2 after
using two or three magazines – or having
to manually reload the pistol after every
shot like the springers – so having plenty
of extra magazines is always a good idea
when using electric Airsoft pistols.
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STI Classic

An electric semi- and full-automatic version of
the STI Classic, fully licensed by STI. The Classic
is STI’s take on the 1911 model, an iconic pistol
design, here made into a fun and functional
battery powered Airsoft gun, capable of firing
full-auto. The pistol, like the G18C (Ref. 15919),
has adjustable Hop-up giving the pistol great
accuracy. The stick magazine holds 29 BB’s.
Included: Standard magazine, speed loader,
battery & charger.
Ref. 17508

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

17508

Adjustable

55/180

0,3

800

237

105

29

15935

Electric pistols

CZ99		

Value
pack
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An electric semi- and full-automatic
version of the CZ99 licensed by Zastava Arms.
It has a standard lower weaver/picatinny rail
for accessories and the stick magazine holds
29 BB’s. The pistol, like the G18C (Ref. 15919),
has adjustable Hop-up giving the pistol great
accuracy.
Included: Standard magazine, speed loader,
battery & charger
Ref. 16492

G18C

Value
pack

A semi- and full-automatic
electric version of the ever
popular G18C. Battery and magazine is very
easily inserted and once the adjustable Hop-up
is set, you have yourself a highly accurate pistol.
The G18C comes with weaver /picatinny rail for
accessories and the standard magazine holds 29
BB’s – a high capacity 90 BB magazine is available (Ref. 16495) giving you a superb combination of accuracy and firepower in one pistol.
Included: Standard magazine, speed loader,
battery & charger
Ref. 15919

G18C/CZ99/STI Accessories			

G18C, Magazine capacity 90 BB’s
Ref. 16495
G18C/CZ99/STI magazine,
capacity 29 BB’s
Ref. 15935
Rail mount, metal for G18C 		Ref. 16353
Battery, 7,2V, 500mAh, G18C/CZ99/STI 		Ref. 17016
Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

16492

Adjustable

55/180

0,3

900

220

120

29

15935

15919

Adjustble

55/180

0,3

560

210

105

29

15935

Gas pistols

Gas pistols
There are many types of Gas Powered
Airsoft guns, everything from handguns,
revolvers, machine guns and rifles. They
are typically more powerful than spring
Airsoft guns, and many offers very realistic
operation and handling, and unlike battery
powered Airsoft guns they can quickly be
charged with gas and are therefore ready
for action anytime.

Gas Powered Airsoft guns provides some of
the most fun you can have with an Airsoft
gun, when loaded, all they require is a pull
on the trigger to shoot, allowing rapid
firing and fast action. They use an gas propellant that is stored in either the magazine or an internal reservoir typically in the
handle of the gun. The gas is supplied in
bottles with simple filler nozzles operated
by pressure and can quickly fill the gun by
simply pressing the filler nozzle against the
valve on the magazine or the gun itself.
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M92F

A semi-automatic gas operated
version of the classic M92F. Used by many
law enforcement agencies and military forces
around the world, and has appeared in countless
action movies. This popular replica holds 21 BB’s
in the magazine and has fixed Hop-up.
Ref. 11555

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

11555

Fixed

78/250

0,6

775

217

80

21

11556

Gas pistols

Non-blowback
Gas powered pistols are capable of semi-automatic firing. The
non-blowback Airsoft pistols tend to be a bit more powerful than
the blowback versions, due to the fact that all the gas is used to
propel the BB’s, whereas blowback versions use some of the gas to
operate the blowback mechanism of the pistol. Since all of the gas
in the pistol is used to propel the BB’s, the magazine does not have
to be refilled with gas as often as the blowback types of pistols.
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The non-blowback pistols are usually made of nylon/fibre or ABS,
and can be found in versions with either fixed- or adjustable
Hop-up systems. Most of the popular models can be found as gas
non-blowback Airsoft pistols.

R-357

R-357 chrome

The fully licensed Zastava R-357
black version is a semi-automatic
revolver. The gas is stored internally in the
grip and it uses a 12 BB stick magazine which
is stored under the barrel. The rear sight is
adjustable. The R-357 is a perfect choice for any
western and Dirty Harry fan.

A chrome version of the licensed
Zastava R-357 revolver. It has the same
function and setup as the black version
(Ref. 11542) but in a great chrome finish.
Ref. 11544

Ref. 11542

M92F Silver

A silver version of the gas powered M92F.
The same great pistol as its black counterpart
(Ref. 11555)
Ref. 11557

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

11542

None

85/270

0,7

475

300

100

12

11543

11544

None

85/270

0,7

475

300

100

12

11543

11557

Fixed

78/250

0,6

775

217

80

21

11556

Gas pistols

Non-blowback
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CZ 75D Compact

The CZ 75D Compact semi-automatic gas operated pistol is a modern tactical design that
incorporates features like rubber grip for better
control, protective magazine base and a lower
rail for any rail-mounted piece of accessory.
The Hop-up can be adjusted for better accuracy
and the magazine holds 15 BB’s
Ref. 15885

Derringer

Extremely compact 2 round pistol the
Derringer is a single firing backup weapon.
It is small and light weight and the two BB’s are
loaded by tipping the front up. The gas is stored
in the grip and filled at the valve in the bottom of
the pistol grip. The Derringer 6mm airsoft replica is
made in an excellent chrome finish and will make a
perfect partner for you at any poker table.
Ref. 16915

MK1

The MK1 is a very powerful
semi-automatic gas operated pistol.
This metal built pistol gives you a rock-solid feeling – add to that an adjustable Hop-up system,
adjustable rear sight and a 17 BB large magazine
and you will understand why this pistol has become the preferred pistol among many gamers.
Ref. 14728

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

15885

Adjustable

71/233

0,5

582

185

94

15

15889

16915

Fixed

77/252

0,6

215

125

65

2

-

14728

Adjustable

115/380

1,3

550

248

120

17

14843

Gas pistols

Non-blowback

STI Lawman,
black/silver
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STI International has taken the traditional 1911
and made a modern make-over of this classic
pistol. The licensed STI Lawman is a semi-automatic gas powered pistol with fixed Hop-up and
the stick magazine takes 14 BB’s. The rear sight
is adjustable and the gas is stored separately in
the pistol grip. The slide has a chrome finish
Ref. 14769

STI Lawman

An all-black version of
the STI Lawman – same functions
and features as the chrome version
(Ref. 14769).
Ref. 14770

MK23 Special Operations

The MK23 Special Operations is an extremely
powerful semi-automatic gas pistol and a very
popular Airsoft pistol. The size alone demands
respect and with the enclosed barrel extension
tube makes for a formidable Airsoft pistol. It has
a standard weaver/picatinny rail for accessories
mounting and the fixed Hop-up combined with
power secures a very accurate weapon.
Ref. 14763

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

14769

Fixed

78/250

0,6

400

200

120

14

14872

14770

Fixed

78/250

0,6

400

200

120

14

14872

14763

Fixed

85/280

0,7

780/860

245/427

130

28

14765

Gas pistols

Blowback
Gas powered pistols are capable of firing semi-automatic, and
some can even fire automatically. The blowback Airsoft pistols are
not as powerful as the non-blowback versions, due to the fact that
some of the gas is used to send the slide back, thus creating the
blowback sensation of the pistol. Gas blowback pistols are very
popular with most Airsoft players, as the blowback adds to the
realism of the pistol when shooting – creating a sensation of recoil
similar to firing real firearms.
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Gas blowback Airsoft pistols can be found with metal slides. The
gas blowback function is not limited to only pistols – sub-machine
guns, and some assault rifles can also be found in gas blowback
versions.

Realistic Shooting Simulation

CZ 75, RSS

STI 1911-A1, RSS

The first realistic shooting
simulation (RSS) pistol based on
the CZ 75 design. The technology behind the
realistic shooting simulation is based on the
patented technology of Marushin Kogyo Co. LTD,
Japan. The magazine holds 8 cartridges loaded
into the magazine like a real firearm - each
cartridge holds one 6mm BB. When fired, the
spent cartridge will eject like a real cartridge,
and a new cartridge is loaded into the chamber
of the pistol. The spent cartridges can be used
over and over again by simply loading them with
a new 6mm BB.

The first realistic shooting simulation (RSS) pistol
based on the STI 1911-A1 design. The 6mm
Airsoft replica of the STI 1911-A1 with realistic
shooting simulation from ActionSportGames® is
based on the original STI 1911-A1 designs and
made under license by STI. Therefore the pistol
is made with the correct design and dimensions
as well as authentic markings. When fired, the
spent cartridge will eject like a real cartridge,
and a new cartridge is loaded into the chamber
of the pistol. The spent cartridges can be used
over and over again by simply loading them with
a new 6mm BB.

Ref. 16924

Ref. 17010

Accessories
Ref. 16926
Ref. 16925
Ref. 17011

Box of 25 cartridges
CZ 75 extra magazine
STI extra magazine

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

16924

Fixed

85/279

0,7

615

205

105

8

16925

17010

None

85/279

0,7

720

220

105

8

17011

Gas pistols

Blowback

STI Tac Master

STI TAC MASTER is based on the famous model 1911-A1 designed
by legendary John M. Browning. This updated version features many
improvements for better handling and usefulness, like a tactical accessory
rail for mounting lasers or light. The 6mm Airsoft replica from ActionSportGames® is based on the original STI designs and made under license by STI.
Strong internal design allows the option of using a CO2 powered magazine
(ref. 17183) giving you a very powerful Airsoft gun firing BBs at 105 m/s.
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Ref. 17181

STI TACTICAL X

A perfect blend of looks and function, fully licensed by STI international, the STI Tactical X features a full metal slide and frame
with a polymer grip designed by renowned Tanio Koba of Japan. One of the
most striking features is the chrome barrel and steel guide rod, which along
with the skeletonized trigger and hammer creates a stunning contrast to
the deep black exterior. This is a fully functioning Airsoft replica handgun in
both take-down and function with ambidextrous thumb safety, 3-dot sights
and satisfying recoil. Optional CO2 magazine (ref. nr. 17403) is available.
Ref. 17399

Ingram M11, semi/full auto

The fully licensed Ingram M11 has both semi- and full-auto functions. The
M11 features an adjustable metal stock, threads for optional silencer and
swivel for sling/front strap mounting. The internals have been upgraded
with the new system7 blowback. The double stacked magazine holds 48 BBs
which in full-auto mode will be emptied in a mere three seconds!
Ref. 16165

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

17181

Adjustable

88/289

0,8

800

230

112

26

17182

17399

Adjustable

95/312

0,9

1030

220

112

27

17402

16165

Adjustable

93/305

0,9

1320

253/450

132

48

12766

Gas pistols

Blowback
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CZ P-09 Duty

The CZ P-09 Duty is a full-size version of
the popular P-07 compact pistol from CZ.
Made from original blueprints this fully licensed
Airsoft gun is an exact replica in both look and
function. The heavy metal slide offers nice recoil
and the gun takes apart for maintenance just
like the real thing.
The ergonomics on this blowback gun are excellent. A comfortable palm swell, grip diameter
and great grip angle with a nice beavertail that
allows for a very high grip makes for a gun that
sits well in the hand and aims naturally at the
target. Optional CO2 magazine available
(ref. 17845).
Ref. 17657

CO2 magazine – P-09,

CZ 75

Optional CO2 magazine for ref.
17657

The CZ 75 has long been known
for its superior ergonomics, this fully licensed Airsoft gun is an accurate replica in both
form and function. The internal mechanisms
have been designed to be simple, durable and
reliable, and the chrome metal outer barrel adds
an attractive contrast to this CZ 75. Optional CO2
magazine (ref. nr. 17401) is available.

Ref. 17845

Ref. 17397

M93R II, SEMI/BURST		

A semi-auto and 3-shot burst firing pistol, the
M93R II is based on the classic M9 models. Unlike the real steel version this Airsoft version also
has a full-auto mode. Like the Classic M9, the
M93R II has been upgraded with the new system7 blowback and metal slide. The pistol has a
foldable front grip for better control
Ref. 16164

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

17657

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

17845

17397

Adjustable

95/312

0,9

950

203

103

24

17400

16164

ADJUSTABLE

92/302

0,9

1068

248

130

40

16180

Gas pistols

Blowback
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M9

M9		
Classic M9 model in a plast version.
This M9 offers excellent value for money.
The blowback is powerful and fast. The pistol has
double action function and a working safety.
The Hop-up is adjustable and the double stacked
magazine holds 25 BB’s.

A version of the classic M9
models with metal slide – a very realistic feeling
and handling. Gas operated semi-automatic
blowback with adjustable Hop-up and a double
stacked magazine that holds 25 BB’s – note
that a CO2 magazine is available for this model
(16863)

Ref. 13466

Ref. 11112

CO2 magazine – M9, 25 rd.
For Ref. 11112 & 14835
Ref. 16863

M9 A1		

Full metal heavy weight M9
as a tactical version.
The AI model has front waiver rail so you can
mount light and laser. The frame and slide are
metal made and with the strong blowback this
pistol is very realistic and rock solid replica of
the classic M9. The Hop-up is adjustable and the
magazine holds 25BB’s – note that a CO2 magazine is available for this model (16863)
Ref. 14835

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

11112

Adjustable

90/295

0,8

875

210

130

25

12632

14835

Adjustable

90/295

0,8

890

210

130

25

12632

Ref.

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

13466

Gas pistols

Blowback

G17

The G17 blowback is a very solid
construction with metal slide and gives
a crisp blowback action. The double
stacked gas magazine holds 23 BB’s and the pistol comes with standard weaver/picatinny rail for
accessories. The G17 has an adjustable Hop-up.
A classic and best selling blowback pistol.
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Ref. 16084

G18C, semi/full auto

Like the other blowback G-series
models, the G18C comes with a metal
slide for a more realistic blowback action. It’s a solid and firm construction and comes
with adjustable Hop-up. This model offers both
semiand full-auto mode. As a result of the high
speed action in full auto mode a high capacity
50 BB magazine is available, just to keep the fun
lasting a bit longer. (Ref. 12631.)
Ref. 16077

G19

The G19 is a compact version of the G17.
Like its bigger brother it also comes with
metal slide for crisp blowback action and has
the same solid construction as the G17. It comes
standard with weaver/picatinny rail for mounting
accessories.
Ref. 16078

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

16084

Adjustable

86/276

0,7

730

205

93

23

12763

16077

Adjustable

89/285

0,8

730

205

93

23

12763

16078

Adjustable

93/305

0,9

700

184

85

20

11079

Grenade launchers

B&T GL-06

The B&T GL-06 is an authentic
licensed replica of the B&T, Switzerland,
grenade launcher. The stock and receiver
are made of polymer and the barrel
and front guard is metal. All four side rails
are metal and will support all the accessories
you can imagine. A quick-remove front grip
is supplied to make the GL-06 complete.
The GL-06 launcher takes all 40mm gas/CO2
Airsoft and paintball grenades, and is cross
compatible with different brands of 40mm
grenades.
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Sling for B&T GL-06

This 1 Point Tactical Sling is simple, and
affordable, a truly functional sling which
works. This Tactical Sling is made from heavy
duty webbing with a rubber shoulder pad which
is durable, yet comfortable.

Ref. 17002

Ref. 16916

Multiple grenade launcher

The Multiple Grenade Launcher
is a lightweight 6 shot 40mm Airsoft
grenade launcher. It emulates the real
steel with its sideways swing-out chambers
making it easy to load. The weapon has a
thumb-level safety switch. It also employs an
M4 type stock which makes the weapons length
adjustable from 63 to 73cm. With a full set of
four rails on the front and a rail right on top, this
weapon is equipped to take extensive accessories like iron sights, a red dot sight, lasers,
flashlights and grips. The weapon comes with
a vertical grip as well. The spring mechanism
winds up and deploys enough rotation for six
rounds and after firing the final one it locks in
place. There is an external latch to release spring
tension without firing.
Black

Ref. 17339

Grenade launcher, M203

40 mm Airsoft grenades
40 mm grenade long, 90 BBs
40 mm grenade short, 65 BBs
Grenade plugs, bag of 10 pcs.

Ref. 17336
Ref. 17337
Ref. 17338

M203 grenade launcher, with authentic look and
feel. The M203 is one of the most recognizable
grenade launchers, designed to be mounted
underneath your rifle on a standard rail, with a
quick detachable mount, and is capable of holding an airsoft grenade. Great for room clearing
and suppressive fire. Designed for the M16 and
M4 type rifles, but can be mounted on other
types of airsoft rifles.
Short version, quick-lock

Ref. 17195

Gas
submachine guns

MP9 series
Blowback
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MP9 A1, black

The B&T MP9 is a compact gas blowback machine pistol licensed by the original manufacturer
Brügger & Thomet, Switzerland. Two versions
of the MP9 are available. The A1 version has an
intergrated front grip and the A3 version (16802)
has a rail instead of the grip. Both versions have
a folding stock and the whole body is made of
reinforced fiber polymer. The whole construction
of the MP9 is very realistic and it is field stripped
as the real thing. The cocking handle is functional
with the realistic metal bolt. The B&T MP9 has
adjustable hop-up and both semi and full auto
firing mode can be selected. Furthermore the trigger has an active safety function.
Ref. 16799

MP9 A1, green
Ref. 16800

MP9 A1, desert
Ref. 16801

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

16799

Adjustable

100/328

1,0

1725

305/527

140

48

16689

16800

Adjustable

100/328

1,0

1725

305/527

140

48

16689

16801

Adjustable

100/328

1,0

1725

305/527

140

48

16689

MP9 series
Blowback

Gas
submachine guns

See our selection
of barrel extension
tubes for the MP9
series on pp. 86-87.
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MP9 A3, black

The B&T MP9 machine pistols are a series of
compact gas blowback machine pistols licensed
by the original manufacturer Brügger & Thomet,
Switzerland. Two versions are available – this version, the A3 has a rail instead of a front grip. Both
versions have a folding stock and the entire body is
made of reinforced fiber polymer. The construction
of the MP9 is very realistic and it is field stripped in
the same way as the real thing. The cocking handle
is functional with the realistic metal bolt. The B&T
MP9 has adjustable hop-up and both semi and full
auto firing mode can be selected. Furthermore the
trigger has an active safety function.
Ref. 16802

MP9 A1, green
Ref. 16803

MP9 A3, desert
Ref. 16804

Downgrade bolt for BT MP9

Barrel extension tube, B&T MP9 QD

The popular B&T MP9, GBB submachine gun is
a powerful CQB airsoft gun, and in some CQB
ranges, it might be too powerful, this drop-in
replacement part will reduce velocity with 15-22
m/s (50-70fps) putting the MP9 well below the
maximum limits on airsoft ranges everywhere.

Fully licensed replica of the B&T MP9 QD sound
suppressor made to fit the B&T MP9 Airsoft submachine gun. This barrel extension tube features
a fast-attach screw-on locking mechanism, it
slides onto the Tri-Lug muzzle on the MP9 and
with a few turns locks firmly in place. It features
a 21mm rail underneath for mounting tactical
accessories.

Ref. 17227

Ref. 17260
Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

16802

Adjustable

100/328

1,0

1750

305/527

140

48

16689

16803

Adjustable

100/328

1,0

1750

305/527

140

48

16689

16804

Adjustable

100/328

1,0

1750

305/527

140

48

16689

Gas rifles

Non-blowback
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Tactical Sniper

The tactical sniper is basically a MK1 pistol (Ref.
14728) with stock and a 41 cm long barrel. This
makes the sniper even more powerful and accurate than the MK1 pistol. Furthermore the
tactical sniper has a 21 mm standard picatinny
rail for mounting aiming devices.
Ref. 14834

Ref. 14843

Magazine

ULTRAIR Power Gas

The ULTRAIR Power Gas from ActionSportGames
A/S offers high performance within a wide temperature range. The filling valves are specially
designed and crafted in aluminum, giving a
strong filling valve that does not break or buckle
when used. The filling valve very rarely leaks
when used to fill Airsoft guns, this ensures a very
low waste of gas. All ULTRAIR cans are correctly
marked according to EU standards.
Contains: 570 ml.

Silicone oil spray
60ml ULTRAIR

Ref. 14571

Ref. 14265

Silicone oil spray 60ml is used to improve functionality of magazines, hop-ups and to reduce
the chance of a BB jamming the gun barrel.
A high performance lubricant.

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

14834

Adjustable

137/450

1,9

1230

845

410

17

14843

Gas rifles

Blowback
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M4A1 Carbine

The classic M4A1 carbine in a gas blowback version. The rifle functions and field-strips just like
the real-steel version. The blowback will give the
shooter a recoil and the rifle has both semi and full
auto firing mode. The carbine is full metal and the
rock solid gun weighs 3 kilos.
Ref. 16560

Special Teams Carbine

This Proline Airsoft Carbine features a semi-auto
gas blow-back system with realistic action that
closely mimics that of a real weapon. A sturdy
construction providing a satisfying experience
during handling and shooting.
Optional CO2 magazine for more power. A full
length top rail allows mounting of any type of
aiming device, detachable front and rear flip-up
sights with fiber optic illumination are included.
Side and bottom rails for attaching tactical
equipment, making it a perfectly usable gun for
skirmishes and CQB.
Ref. 17244

Extra magazines

Ref. 17245
Ref. 17246
Ref. 17247

Short gas magazine, 22 rd.
Long gas magazine, 29 rd.
Long CO2 magazine, 29 rd.

Ref. 17245

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

16560

Adjustable

128(420)

1,6

17244

Adjustable

130/427

1,7

Ref. 17246

Ref. 17247

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

3000

865/785

390

38

16575

2625

782-863

-

22

17245

MADBULL POWER OF VARIETIES
Precision barrel, 6,03x363, tight bore, M4/SR16

Ref. 15726

Precision barrel, 6,03x509, tight bore, MA216		

Ref. 15755

Precision barrel, 6,03x455, tight bore, AK47		

Ref. 15725

Piston, PX02, full teeth

The Madbull PX piston is designed with full
metal teeth and hardened polymer. The
metal teeth is produced with MIM (Metal
Injection Molding), which gives the teeth a
degree of flexibility without breaking.
Ref. 17325

PUNISHER 1911 2-tones

An all metal pistol, the Punisher is essentially an M1911 with modern styling. Making
use of the single stack type magazine, its
slender in the hand making it comfortable
and the lightweight metal makes it fairly
agile despite its fair amount of mass.
Ref. 17148

Chronograph

This handy size, Chronograph measures the
velocity of BB’s in either meters per second,
or feet per second. It can also be set to
measure the rate of fire in BB’s per second
or minute. Preset BB weight lets you calculate Joule, the power of your airsoft gun
Ref. 15726

ActionSportGames® supplies the full range
of popular Madbull and SocomGear Airsoft products.
See them all on www.actionsportgames.com

Shark blue Hop-up rubber

Ref. 16065

Shark red Hop-up rubber

Ref. 16059

Shark Hop-up rubber, 2-pack

Ref. 15480

M100 Hard coated spring, light blue

Ref. 16027

M110 HArd coated spring, turqoise

Ref. 16028

M120 Hard coated spring, green

Ref. 16029

Socom Tactical M9A1

An all metal Airsoft pistol, The M9A1 Socom
Tactical is constructed with a full aluminum
slide and frame with a Black finish. It features an integral tactical rail for the attachment of a flashlight and/or laser, as well as
an attachment loop for a retention lanyard.
Ref. 17201

CW to CCW adapter
for 14mm outer barrel

Special adaptor that converts a external
14mm clockwise threading into a external
14mm counter clockwise threading.
Especially designed for G&P Airsoft guns.
Ref. 17240

M433, 48 rd. Gas powered
Airsoft grenade
Ref. 15343

108 rd CO2 powered Airsoft
grenade
Ref. 16097

Product classes
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Product lines
– Discoveryline,
Sportline
& Proline
To help find the right airsoft gun
for your individual playing style
and needs, we’ve implemented the
Discoveryline, the Sportline and the
Proline concepts. Depending on the
specifications of each product, they
are divided into three categories –
product lines.
The three concepts are carefully
thought up, so that together they
cover every type/segment of Airsoft
player – from the first-time user to
the Hardcore MilSim player.

The Discoveryline (DL) range of products, are
good entry products, ideal for first-time users
new to Airsoft. The Discoveryline products are
targeted mainly at 1st-time buyers and ‘backyard players’. The Airsoft guns in this range are
primarily made of plastics and have a low shooting velocity (<1,0J.) They cannot be modified or
upgraded. The Discoveryline products typically
come as Valuepacks and are ready to play (RTP)
straight out of the box, which means that everything you need to play is included in the box.
The visual concept communicate action, fun and
sport. The packaging will show the product itself
and the accessories included in the box. The
background graphics will help quickly identify
the propulsion method of the Airsoft gun by
its colour – blue for spring operated, green for
CO2, black for gas and orange for electric Airsoft
guns.

Product classes
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The Sportline (SL) products, are good all-round
products. The Sportline products are targeted
mainly at regular players, 2nd-time users not
wanting to buy a Proline and ‘back-yard players’.
The Sportline Airsoft guns are made up of a mix
of ABS/nylon/plastics and metal in structure and
body. Some of the models can be modified or
upgraded.
Imagination, origin and action are some of the
values of the Sportline concept. The concept
focuses on telling/showing the story of the original firearm – promoting the license under which
it is made. The background graphics are made up
of a calm-coloured red metal background, with
authentic photos/silhouettes, flags and elements
relating to the origin and use of the product,
(license.) The packaging will show the product
itself and any accessories included in the box.

The Proline (PL) range of products, are high-end
products, targeted at regular players, players
who want to have better-than-average Airsoft
guns and MilSim/teamplayers. The Proline airsoft
guns are made up of a high percentage of cnc
metal parts in structure and body and usually
‘upgraded’ with fiberglass or nylon for better
durability, and have realistic/authentic license
markings. The gears, springs, cylinder, wiring
and other internal parts are of superior quality
compared to those of the Discoveryline and
Sportline ranges. The Proline models can be
modified and upgraded.
Authenticity, real-life and action are the key
values of the Proline concept. As with the Sportline concept, the Proline concept focuses on telling the story of the original firearm – promoting
the license under which it is made.
The graphics uses a ‘used & wartorn’ like background, with authentic/real-life images showing
the product in real-life situations. A blue ribbon
covering the front and sides of the packaging, is
used on the front to focus on points of interest
of the product, and on the sides, to tell the story
of the original firearm. The packaging also show
the product itself.

Discoveryline

Franchi Tactical
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Accessories

The discoveryline version of the licensed Franchi
Tactical shotgun has many external upgrade options due to the front and top rail. It comes with
shells, a BB speed loader and sling.

Ref. 15920

Extra shells

Ref. 15913

Value
pack

DS4 Carbine

The Discoveryline version of the DS4 Carbine is a semi- and full-automatic
electric assault rifle licensed by DSArms, USA. This package comes with a
dot sight, silencer, flashlight, sling, front grip, a bag of BB’s, battery and charger.
Ref. 15256

Armalite M15

This Discoveryline M15 is fully licensed by Armalite Inc. the
original manufacturer of the famous assault rifle. This spring
powered Airsoft gun features a removable adjustable stock,
quad rail system for mounting tactical equipment, removable
tactical fore-grip, integrated carry handle and is supplied with two
400 rd magazines, a cross hair optical sight and 500 0.12g BB’s in a
handy bottle.
Ref. 17347

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

15913

Fixed

84/276

0,7

860

510

220

14

15920

15256

Adjustable

29/95

0,1

1800

830/925

312

40

15262

17347

Fixed

96/315

0,9

1530

715

-

400

-

Discoveryline
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Arsenal SLR105

1/1 scale replica of the SLR105 licensed by Arsenal, USA. Like the other
models in the electric Discoveryline series, this model comes with adjustable Hop-Up and a great line of accessories including sling, battery and
charger. The magazine for the SLR105 is a 420 BB high capacity.

Value
pack

Ref. 15921

Value
pack

M14 Socom

This model has been upgraded when it comes to the internals and performance
– 67 m/s (220fps). The rifle comes with a great range of accessories and of course
charger and battery.
Ref. 16561

M14 Socom

The ever popular M14 is now available in a SOCOM version. Magazine capacity
40 BB’s. This Discoveryline version has adjustable rear sight and comes with an
accessory rail system.
Ref. 15914

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

15921

Adjustable

43/140

0,2

1660

873

350

420

16034

16561

Adjustable

67/220

0,4

1570

870

392

280

16584

15914

Adjustable

67/220

0,5

3000

914

500

40

15934

Discoveryline

CZ SCORPION Vz61				
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The Discoveryline version of the legendary ultra compact sub-machinegun
invented and made by the Czech company Ceska Zbrojovka. This Airsoft
version comes with a foldable stock for compact use, fixed Hop-Up for
great accuracy and a magazine that holds 14 BB’s.
Ref. 14762

B&T MP9 A1

A lightweight and affordable AEG. The B&T MP9 is a compact machine
pistol licensed by the original manufacturer Brügger & Thomet, Switzerland.
The A1 version has an integrated front grip, a folding stock, and a strong
and sturdy body construction. The whole look of the MP9 is very realistic
and access to the batteries compartment is easy by simply removing the top
receiver. All locking latches are made of metal for extra durability.
The B&T MP9 has both semi and full auto firing mode. Included is a 230rd.
Transparent hi-cap magazine. All in all a fun Airsoft gun at a great price
Ref. 17380

Cobray Ingram M11

A spring powered version of the famous
M11 submachine gun. This Airsoft gun is fully
licensed by Cobray and features authentic markings. It has a safety catch, retractable metal
shoulder stock and easy access charging handle.
Also there is a fixed hop-up. Included is a 112 rd.
hi-cap magazine.
Ref. 17379

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

14762

Fixed

42/135

0,2

600

285/550

17380

Fixed

35/115

0,1

615

520

17379

Fixed

50/164

0,3

450

250-445

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

118

15

14766

100

230

-

106

112

-

Discoveryline
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BT5 A5

This Discoveryline BT5 A5 Airsoft gun is fully licensed by B&T. Being a
replica of the BT A5 model it features: sleek lower receiver, improved 2 position collapsible stock with cheek rest and a hand-guard with easy access
to the battery compartment. The complete set includes battery and charger
as well as optical sight, 2 different magazines, BB loader, sling and a barrel
extension tube (mock silencer). An ideal all-included starter pack.

Value
pack

Ref. 17274

Value
pack

DLV36

The DLV36 is a complete package including all you need
to get started. The magazine holds approx. 48 BB’s and shows
a great realistic bullet feature. The DLV36 comes with dot sight, silencer,
flashlight, sling, front grip, a bag of BB’s, a battery and charger.
Ref. 15257

Value
pack

Steyr AUG A2

A Discoveryline value pack with a fully licensed Steyr AUG A2 with
authentic markings. One of the most versatile Airsoft guns available, it’s bull-pup design combines a compact gun with a short barrel, providing a airsoft gun that is ideal for room clearing CQB. It is
well balanced, light weight and simple to operate. The AUG features
a top rail for mounting scopes or dot-sights. The Discoveryline Steyr
AUG A2 is an ideal starter gun, lightweight and affordable.
Ref. 17355

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

17274

Adjustable

41/134

15257

ADjustable

31/102

17355

Adjustable

90/295

Ref.

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

0,2

890

0,1

1700

575/705

139

20/160

17276

883

350

48

15263

0,8

2435

809

510

330

16537

Sportline
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Armalite
M15/M4 Carbine
Armalite M15/M4 Carbine

This ArmaLite® M15/M4 valuepack is a great
entry level Airsoft gun that shoots 0,9 Joule
out of the box. This M15 Airsoft carbine with
authentic ArmaLite® markings, has an ideal
size for all sorts of Airsoft use, CQB, open field
or just backyard target practicing. A Hi-cap
magazine with 300 BB's provides plenty of
shots before reloading is necessary. The receiver
features a top 21mm rail for mounting optical
sights, a detachable carry handle with adjustable rear sights is included. The Airsoft carbine
itself is built with metal gear box.
Ref. 17356

Accessories

Fits both ref. 17356 & ref. 17490.
Standard battery Ref. 15087
Magazine
Ref. 17028

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

17356

Adjustable

95/312

0,9

2150

766/850

372

300

17028

Sportline

Armalite M15 A4
R.I.S. Carbine
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Armalite M15 A4 R.I.S. Carbine

A great entry level Airsoft gun for players who
wishes to increase their gaming experience
by using tactical equipment like grips, lasers
or lights. Its shoots 0.9 Joule out of the box,
ideal for skirmish sites with power restrictions.
As well as quad front rail and removable carry
handle, it features authentic Armalite markings.
The folding front sight is made in metal and
provides a sleek look when using an optional
optical sight on the top rail. Use battery ref.
15200 (not included)
Ref. 17490

Accessories

Fits both ref. 17356 & ref. 17490.
Standard battery Ref. 15087
Magazine
Ref. 17028

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

17490

Adjustable

95/312

0,9

2850

890/810

363

300

17028

Sportline

LMT
Defender R.I.S.
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LMT, Defender R.I.S.

Powerful compact CQB style carbine value pack.
The quality internals insures that accuracy and
performance is comparable to the best Airsoft
guns, in an affordable value pack. It shoots
110 m/s (1.2 Joule) out of the box. Features
like the mock gas tube and functional charging
handle with working bolt-catch release, removable rear sight assembly and ambidextrous rear
sling mount, all adds up to a short barreled Airsoft gun, ideal for house clearing and operations
in confined spaces. Included are: 300rd. Hi-cap
magazine, 9.6V Nimh Battery, and Charger.
Ref. 17489

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

17489

Adjustable

107/350

1,2

2855

785/672

276

300

17028

Sportline
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Ingram MAC10

This Sportline Ingram MAC10 is licensed by the
original manufacturer Cobray Company, USA.
This is an ultra compact semi- and full-automatic
electric submachine gun that has a front rail for
accessories and a retractable stock. The MAC10
has adjustable Hop-up and comes with a very
cool-looking barrel extension tube. The packages
also includes a high capacity magazine, a battery
and charger.
Ref. 16262

Ref. 17130

Battery

Scorpion Vz61

Ceská Zbrojovka, better known as CZ, has created this classic submachine gun – the Scorpion
Vz61. This is a semi- and full-automatic electric
version licensed by CZ. An Ultra compact gun
and an excellent choice as a backup weapon
with your sniper kit. The Scorpion has adjustable Hop-Up and comes with foldable stock
and adaptor for silencer. Including battery and
charger.
Ref. 16529

Ref. 17130

Battery

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

16262

Adjustable

79/260

0,6

1650

547/295

131

480

16264

16529

Adjustable

81/266

0,7

1220

522/270

127

58

16717

Sportline

Value
pack

SLV36

Semi- and full-automatic electric assault rifle
– the SLV36 offers many different configurations to suit your gaming needs. This compact
Sportline model offers a long top picatinny rail to
mount scopes or dot sights if you feel like adding
to the standard iron sights.
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The SLV36 also has a front rail to mount laser,
light, front grip etc. The gearbox and gears, of
course, are all metal and it has an adjustable
Hop-Up system. The package includes battery,
charger and a high capacity magazine.
Ref. 15910

Standard battery

Ref. 15087

Accessories

G36 rails (2 pcs.)
Ref. 16832
470 rd. magazine
Ref. 17030
Standard 50 rd. magazine
Ref. 17617

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

15910

Adjustable

100/328

1,0

2850

718

247

470

17030

Sportline

Steyr AUG A1
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The Steyr AUG series is an Austrian licensed series of assault
rifles that use the bull-pup configuration, where the buttplate
is attached directly to the receiver. This solution offers very
compact rifles with long barrels, despite of its compact size. The
A1 is the military version and has a built-in 1.5x optical scope.
Ref. 16531

Steyr AUG A2

The A2 version of the Steyr AUG is the civilian version of the AUG series
(Armee Universal Gewehr) licensed by Steyr Mannlicher, Austria. On
the A2 you get an accessory rail where you can mount your preferred
aiming device. Like on the A1 version the front grip is collapsible and the
internals are metal constructed.
Ref. 15909

Steyr AUG A3

A3 version is another popular STEYR AUG. It comes with metal
front rails to mount various accessories. The rifle is based on the
STEYR A2 version, and has the same great features, but with
the full metal rail. It has adjustable hop-up and authentic STEYR
markings. As with the A1 and A2 models.
Ref. 16935

Accessories

High-cap 330 rd. magazine that fits all SLV Steyr
AUG AEGs.
Ref. 16537
8,4V battery, 1400mAh, NiMH, mini-U
Ref. 15087

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

16531

Adjustable

100/328

1,0

3400

805

510

330

16537

15909

Adjustable

100/328

1,0

3200

809

510

330

16537

16935

Adjustable

100/328

1,0

3600

770

510

330

16537

Sportline

Snipers
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M70 Varmint			

The Sportline Zastava licensed M70 Varmint is,
like the AW .308 and SSG sniper, a very powerful sniper and with the long metal barrel and
adjustable Hop-Up an extremely accurate spring
operated sniper. The M70 comes in a beautiful
wood style finish.
Bipod and scope not included.
Ref. 16062

Bipod

S4x32 Scope w. mount ring

A professional compact bi-pod for Airsoft sniper
rifles and tactical carbines. The special pinch
mount fits most of sniper rifles. Included is a
R.I.S. mount for mounting on any 21 mm rails
making this a truly versatile bi-pod.

A fixed powered scope ideal for medium range
shooting. Fully adjustable for windage and
elevation with coated optics that are water, fog
and shock proof.
Ref. 17371

Ref. 17424

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

16062

Adjustable

131/430

1,7

2600

1110

580

24

-

Sportline

Snipers
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AW .308 Sniper			

A very powerful spring operated sniper is the
licensed Accuracy International AW .308. Out
of the box it shoots close to 2 joule and weight
3 kilos with its solid metal construction. The
Sportline AW .308 has adjustable Hop-Up for accuracy and top rail for mounting aiming device.
Bipod and scope not included.
Ref. 15908

Accessories
Bipod
Magazine
4x32 Scope w. mount

Barrel extension tube, HUSH XL

Designed especially for the Sportline snipers SSG
69 P2 and the AW. 308. This Barrel extension
tube will greatly enhance the look on any rifle

Ref. 16793
Ref. 15932
Ref. 17371

Ref. 17593

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

15908

Adjustable

137/449

1,9

3000

1140

637

28

15932

Sportline
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Snipers

Urban Sniper

The Urban Sniper is a powerful solution if you
would like to get into sniping. It comes with all
the accessories you will need including a 4x32
StrikeSystems ProOptics scope, adjustable bipod
and 2 magazines. Tools for changing to left
handed use are also included in the package.
For better performance the hop-up is adjustable
and the stock has 6 retractable positions.
Ref. 16769

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

16769

Adjustable

135/443

1,8

1950

1080/985

374

25

17035

Sportline

Snipers
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Steyr SSG 69 P2				

This Sportline spring operated sniper rifle is one of the most popular of all time.
The original licensed STEYR SSG sniper. With its metal barrel, rails and adjustable Hop-Up this is truly a fantastic Airsoft sniper rifle. The rifle comes with
extra stock pads so the buttstock can be customized to the individual gamer.
In the package, you’ll also find a speed loader and sling.
Bipod and scope not included.
Ref. 15433

Accessories

Barrel extension tube, HUSH XL

Designed especially for the Sportline snipers SSG
69 P2 and the AW. 308. This Barrel extension
tube will greatly enhance the look on any rifle

Bipod
Ref. 15832
High power spring
Ref. 17382
4x32 Scope w. mount Ref. 17371

Ref. 17593

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

15433

Adjustable

95/312

0,9

2500

1080

480

25

15470

Sportline
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Dragunov SVD				

Spring operated Dragunov SVD licensed by Concern Izhmash, Russia, the
original manufacturer of the legendary SVD. All the internal parts are made
of metal to match the extremely powerful spring. The front guard and stock
are made of ABS adding to the authentic feel of the rifle. The cheek rest
can be adjusted to fit the shooter. Once the Hop-Up has been adjusted correctly, you’ll have a very powerful and accurate sniper rifle.
Ref. 16490

Accessories
Magazine
Rail

Universal bipod w. barrel mount

A slim profile barrel mounted bi-pod with fold-able and extendable legs. It
mounts quickly on any barrel with a latch and gets tighten in place with a
tension screw for a secure tight fit. Rubber anti-slip pads provide a secure
support on any surface. Fits on any barrel, up to 19.5 mm in diameter.

Ref. 16491
Ref. 16347

Ref. 17475
Ref. 17475

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

16490

Adjustable

95/312

0,9

2600

1210

590

180

16491

Sportline

Snipers
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Dragunov SVD-S			
Spring operated Dragunov SVD-S licensed by
Concern Izhmash, Russia, the original manufacturer of the legendary SVD-S. The SVD-S has a
foldable stock for easier transportation, and the
cheek rest can be adjusted to fit the shooter. Like
the SVD, all internal parts are made of metal to
match the extremely powerful spring. The front
guard and stock are made of ABS adding to the
authentic feel of the rifle.
Ref. 17154

Accessories
Bipod
Magazine
Rail

Ref. 17475

Ref. 17475
Ref. 17174
Ref. 16347

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

17154

Adjustable

95/312

0,9

3500

1100/850

550

200

17174

Sportline
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Franchi SAS 12, 3-burst

This Sportline model, the Franchi SAS 12 3-burst, together with its little brother
(Ref. 16261) is as real as it gets in Airsoft. The shotgun uses the realistic 30
BB shells and fires 3 rounds with each shot, adding to the realism of a ‘realsteel’ shotgun. The shells can be stored on the stock in the supplied cartridge
stock-holster. Furthermore it weights over 2 kilo and with more than 1 meter in
length and metal barrel this will impress most people.
Ref. 16061

Franchi SAS 12, Short, 3-burst				

A short version of the 3-shot Franchi, this Sportline shotgun uses the realistic
looking shells and is made with a metal outer barrel. This is, like its bigger
brother (Ref. 16061), a shotgun that will enjoy great respect amongst your
friends. So if you need something a bit more compact for urban gaming this is
the right choice for you.
Ref. 16261

Franchi SAS 12, Flex-stock				

The most powerful of the sportline Franchi shotgun models – well over 1 joule
and with the adjustable Hop-up this is a very accurate shotgun. The shotgun
comes with a retractable flex-stock so it can be used in most gaming environments. This shotgun uses realistic shotgun shells that hold 30 BB’s.
Ref. 16063

Accessories

4 extra shells Ref. 15920

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

16061

Fixed

75/246

0,6

2100

1040

300

30

15920

16261

Fixed

85/279

0,7

1200

700

350

30

15920

16063

Adjustable

109/358

1,2

1600

777/895

350

30

15920

Sportline

M14

If you fancy a long semi-/full-automatic electric
rifle this should be your choice. The beautiful
wood furniture and the metal cocking handle
makes this M14 look and feel very realistic.
The hop-up and rear sight can be adjusted
for improved accuracy and the butt plate can
be opened to stabilize the shoulder. The rifle
comes with battery, charger and a high capacity
magazine.
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The rifle can be upgraded with scope mount base
(Ref. 16350), alu hand guard (Ref. 16351)
and/or R.A.S. (Ref. 16352)
Bipod

Ref. 17475

Ref. 15911

SA M7

The Arsenal SA M7 Sportline is a classic model
licensed by US-based Arsenal company – real
steel manufacturer of the famous AK-models.
The internals, gear box and gear are all metal.
Ref. 15361

Beta Spetznaz

Versatile and very popular with Airsoft players,
this AEG named after the Russian Special Forces
“Spetsnaz” is compact and powerful. The combination of a short barrel, high-cap magazine
and full stock with room for large battery makes
it ideal for CQB, room clearing and mid-range
skirmishes. Integrated rail on the hand-guard allows mounting of tactical accessories like grips,
lights or lasers. The Beta Spetsnaz includes sling,
a bag of BB’s, battery and a charger.
Ref. 15532

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

15911

Adjustable

100/328

1,0

3730

1127

568

400

15933

15361

Adjustable

95/312

0,9

2800

870

445

600

17032

15532

Adjustable

91/300

0,8

2600

685

229

250

17031

Sportline
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BT5 PDW

This BT5 PDW Airsoft gun is fully licensed by
B&T. The PDW is Compact and suited for CQB
and as a support weapon for snipers. The sturdy
metal body with a solid one-piece feel and
a quality gearbox with 7 mm metal bearings
comes together to deliver an excellent Airsoftgun that will provide reliable performance.
Being a replica of the later BT5 models it features a sleek lower receiver with ambidextrous
safety.
The BT5 PDW comes with a back plate and
swivel, an 8.4V battery and a charger. An ideal
all-included starter pack.
Ref. 17522

Accessories

Magazine, 100 rd.
Ref. 17523
Flex stock assembly Ref. 17524
Front rail
Ref. 17525

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

17522

Adjustable

95/310

0,9

2400

395-630

229

100

17523

Sportline
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BT5 A4

This is a full stock version of the BT5 series submachine gun, fully licensed by B&T. Lightweight
and easy to operate it is well suited for first timers and recreational shooters. Comes complete
with a battery and charger as well as a 200 rd.
high cap magazine.
Value pack
(8.4V 1400mAh battery and charger included)
Ref. 17561

BT5 A5

Say the word MP5 and most people know what
you are talking about. This is a true classic used
by law enforcement and and seen in cinemas
all over the world. This Sportline version is the
A5 with a retractable stock licensed by the
Swiss manufacturer of the real MP5, Brügger &
Thomet.
Ref. 15912

Accessories for all BT5 models
Magazine, 100 rd.
Metal mount base
Low profile mount
20mm dot sight

Ref.

Hop-up

17561

Adjustable

15912

Adjustable

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

110/361

1,2

100/328

1,0

Ref. 17523
Ref. 16075
Ref. 16354
Ref. 16931

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

2000

712

229

200

17029

1900

735

229

200

17029

ULTIMATE
Sportline challange

ULTIMATE
upgrade challenge
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The ULTIMATE Upgrade series is known among
Airsoft enthusiasts as the most complete
program of high-quality upgrade parts.
To show what can be accomplished when
using ULTIMATE parts to enhance performance
in an AEG, our in-house technicians have
built two upgraded AEGs based on our
popular M4 Sportline Carbine (ref. 17490)
– a basic upgrade and a complete upgrade,
in regards to muzzle velocity, rate of fire
(ROF) and overall performance. Both upgrades are based on an M120 spring to see
how the components of the upgrade influence
performance. The Sportline M4 Carbine has
been chosen as it already has an excellent
gearbox with many high quality parts, and
is therefore easily upgraded.

ULTIMATE
Sportline challenge

Parts used

The ULTIMATE upgrade challenge is based on the popular Sportline AEG,
the Armalite M15A4 R.I.S. Carbine (ref. 17490).
For the purpose of the ULTIMATE upgrade challenge, only BLASTER 0,20g
BBs were used (ref. 14787/14788).

Armalite M15A4 R.I.S. Carbine, Sportline

Standard specifications:
Velocity:		100 m/s
RoF (Rate of Fire) 15,72 rps
(using 7,4V LiPo battery)
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ULTIMATE
Sportline challenge
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ULTIMATE
challenge
Basic
upgrade
The basic upgrade consists of:
•	Upgraded motor
to ensure sufficient torque to run an M120 spring while maintaining rate of fire.
•	Upgraded Piston
to endure increased stress on the piston as the gears connect with it and drives it back.
•	Piston head
with an upgraded piston follows the need for a piston head that’s designed to fit it,
further optimizing airflow and ensuring consistent compression.
The results of the basic upgrade is an overall increase in muzzle velocity of 24% (from 100
m/s to 124 m/s) while maintaining a rate of 15,63 rd. per second with a 7.4V LiPo battery.
An additional benefit of the upgraded motor is its ability to handle higher currents safely,
allowing the use of a 9.9V LiFe battery. When used instead of the 7.4V LiPo battery the RoF
is increased 28% to 20,26 rd. per second. (Increasing the RoF further by using an 11.1V LiPo
battery is not recommended, without upgrading the gears as well.)

Spring, M120			
Piston, Plycarbonate M170-M190		
Piston head, aluminium			
Motor, ULTIMATE Basic M140/M170		

Results

Ref. 16671
Ref. 17167
Ref. 16609
Ref. 17452

Velocity:		
RoF
7,4V LiPo
9,9V LiFe

124 m/s
15,63 rps
20,26 rps

24% improvement
99,4% of original
28% increase

Note:
The results of the two upgrades are based on the same
AEG (the Armalite M15A4 R.I.S. Carbine, ref. 17490.)
Upgrading results will vary according to the AEG and
upgrade parts used.

ULTIMATE
Sportline challenge

Complete
upgrade
The complete upgrade shows what high-end ULTIMATE gearbox and upgrade components
can do for performance.
The upgrade consists of:
• Complete M120 ULTIMATE gearbox
• 16:1 High-speed gear set
• ASCU unit (read more about what it can do on our website)
• ULTIMATE basic 140-170 motor
• ULTIMATE Hop-up chamber
• ULTIMATE Hop-up rubber 70°
• ULTIMATE 363mm P-barrel
The installation of an ASCU and upgraded motor means this upgrade can handle up to 11.1V
safely. This solution gives the highest increase in ROF – 81,4% for a total of 28,52 rd. per
second.

Spring, M120
Piston, Plycarbonate M170-M190
Piston head, aluminium
Motor, ULTIMATE Basic M140/M170
Complete M120 gearbox
Gearset 16:1, high speed
ASCU unit
Hop-up chamber
Hop-up rubber, 70 degrees
Precision barrel, 363mm

Results

Ref. 16671
Ref. 17167
Ref. 16609
Ref. 17452
Ref. 16588
Ref. 16595
Ref. 17265
Ref. 16635
Ref. 16637
Ref. 16661

Velocity:		
RoF
7,4V LiPo
9,9V LiFe
11,1V LiPo

These two examples show how velocity and rate of fire
can be increased with upgraded parts. Other performance parameters can be influenced as well – accuracy
and gearbox performance. Other examples of easy (and
affordable) upgrades we can recommend are:

132 m/s
20 rps
23,64 rps
28,52 rps

32% improvement
24% increase
50,3% increase
81,4% increase

Upgrading barrel and hop-up rubber
Adding a precision barrel in combination with a high
quality hop-up rubber will increase long range accuracy.
Installing a MOSFET unit
Installing a MOSFET unit will increase ROF and overall
performance. In stock AEGs a considerable amount of
power is lost thru electrical resistance in connector plugs
and switch set. The MOSFET unit will enhance triggerresponse to near instantaneous and prolong battery life.
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ULTIMATE
upgrade parts
INFINITY U-30000

This motor is a long axle, low speed/ high torque
motor (LS/HT). Suited for between M130 and
M210 springs, with appropriate gears.
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Ref. 16952

ULTIMATE M100/M120 motor

This is a high speed/low torque motor for use
with an M 100 to M120 tune up solution.
Long axis for M4, G3 and P90
Ref. 17448

Electronic MOSFET unit

The MOSFET Unit acts as a replacement for
the trigger switch assembly. It provides a clear
trigger break and eliminates electrical resistance,
resulting in more voltage to the motor for better
rate of fire.
Ref. 17507

Piston, polycarbonate, M170, red

Extreme performance piston made of a 50%
stronger polycarbonate resin, with embedded steel teeth specifically designed
for high-speed tunes and extreme
heavy tuning of 150-190 m/s.

Gear grease, white

The ULTIMATE® Upgrade Series gear grease is
a necessary component of any serious upgrade.
Keep all moving parts well lubricated to avoid
heat build-up and excessive wear on gears.

Ref. 17166
Ref. 17036

Piston heads

The aluminium piston head has built-in pressure
bearings to reduce friction from the spring.
Polycarbonate
Ref. 16608

Cylinder grease, white

Keep all moving parts well lubricated in
order to secure a tight seal between cylinder
and piston head O-ring.
Ref. 17094

Aluminium, hexachrome, black
Ref. 16609
Pom, ventilation
Ref. 16610

Shim set,

10 pcs. 0,15 mm, 10 pcs. 0,3 mm
Ref. 16646

Cylinder head, version 2, blue

The aluminium cylinder head has been
designed with double rubber seals to minimize
loss of compression from the cylinder.
Ref. 16603

Air nozzle,
M16A2/M4A1/RIS/SR16 series

The ULTIMATE® air nozzle has built-in rubber
seal to prevent loss of compression from the
nozzle.
Ref. 16655

Spring set,version 2/3 gearbox
Ref. 16638

See the full range of ULTIMATE Upgrade
parts on www.actionsportgames.com

ULTIMATE

Precision barrel, stainless steel

6,03x363mm, M15A4/A2/RIS/SCAR/CA36K,

Motor connector plugs

Ref. 16661

Motor connector plugs with high-quality plating
to ensure low inner resistance in ohm (Ω)
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Ref. 16805

Ultra T-plugs/Dean plug, large type
An electrical upgrade part, that replaces any
Tamiya plug and socket. Constructed to handle
high electrical currents, it is made from heatresistant polymer with large circuit contacts.
Ref. 17296

Switch, version 2 gearbox

ULTIMATE® switch for version 2 gearbox is
made from a heat resisting compound.
Ref. 16633

Cut off lever, version 2 gearbox

Made from the same reinforced material as the
ULTIMATE® Upgrade Series gearbox to secure
the best performance and durability.

M120 spring

The ULTIMATE spring should be used with
appropriate ULTIMATE® upgraded internal
components to secure the best
performance and durability.

Ref. 16627
Ref. 16671

Wire, silver plated, 2 meters

ULTIMATE® wires are produced in Japan, and
are made of high-quality silver-wire, to ensure
low resistance in ohm (Ω).
Ref. 16640

Spring guide, version 2 gearbox

This ULTIMATE® spring guide has steel bearings
and rotatable guide. This minimizes friction
when the spring is compressed, primarily effecting the rate of fire.
Ref. 16612

Hop-up chamber, M15/M16 series
Ref. 16635

Hop-up rubber, 50 degrees
Ref. 16636

Hop-up rubber, 70 degrees
Ref. 16637

Hop-up rubber
Hop-up chamber, M15/M16 series

B&T Barrel extension tubes
The B&T ROTEX-III barrel extension tubes for
Airsoft guns are fully licensed replicas of both
the full-length and compact silencers from B&T
AG. of Switzerland. Made from aluminum and
steel with authentic markings, in a new design.
Each barrel extension tube comes with a steel
flash-hider with a 14 mm counterclockwise
internal thread that will fit any barrel with
matching threading. Each silencer features a QD
plunger type locking mechanism that slides onto
the steel flash-hider, and is pressed down locking it in place. A ratchet function helps tighten
the suppressor for a firm fit.
Available colors:
Full-length:
Compact: 		
Ref.
17312
17313
17314
17315

	Features:
• Fully licensed B&T product
• Authentic markings
•	Quick-attach and detach function,
attaches and removes in seconds
• Clear shot inner tube
• Strong construction
• Matte Electro-Coated finish
• Made of aluminum and steel
•	14 mm counter-clockwise
steel flash-hider included

Grey and Tan.
Ø38x225mm.
Ø38x158mm.

B&T ROTEX-III Full-length, Grey
B&T ROTEX-III Full-length, Tan
B&T ROTEX-III Compact, Grey
B&T ROTEX-III Compact, Tan

Due to legal requirements, all replica of silencers are empty and without foam or sound baffles. Therefore, there is no measurable
sound reduction. It is intended for appearances only.

Barrel extension tube, B&T MP9 QD

Fully licensed replica of the B&T MP9 QD sound
suppressor made to fit the B&T MP9 Airsoft
submachine gun. This barrel extension tube
features a fast-attach screw-on locking mechanism. It slides onto the Tri-Lug muzzle on the
MP9 and with a few turns locks firmly in place.
It features a 21mm rail underneath for mounting
tactical accessories. It is a serious looking
suppressor that really compliments the MP9.
Ref. 17260

Adaptor for M15 rifles

For use on M15 rifles with 14 mm
CCW threading use ref. 17917

Ref. 17312

Ref. 17313

Ref. 17314

Ref. 17315

For legal reasons and to clarify their function all replica silencers and mock sound suppressors
have been renamed barrel extension tubes. They offer no reduction in sound and are intended
for appearance only. They can be used to cover an extended inner barrel, and adds to the
appearance of any Airsoft gun.
The increased use of sound suppressors by military and law enforcement means many Airsoft
enthusiast use our barrel extension tubes to achieve an authentic looking Airsoft gun.

© Andreas Hilsenbach

The Airsoft version of the CZ EVO3 A1 has
been developed and built by ActionSportGames to bring the Airsoft player as close
to the experience of handling the real EVO
3 A1 as possible.
Where the standard in Airsoft is to replicate the exterior in appearance only, the
EVO has even replicated functioning parts
and the sturdy toughness of the real thing.
Besides its many unique features, the EVO
3 still offers the standards found on other
Airsoft guns, allowing players to customize
and upgrade their gun.

CNC machined outer barrel
Integrated standard size rails
Innovative construction
Super lightweight and compact design
Easy power change
Removable folding stock
Reduced BB spill
Removable flash-hider
Upgradable with industry standard parts
Designed for strength
Easy service and maintenance
Crisp trigger response
Failure detection
Battery monitoring
Empty magazine detection
Functional charging-handle with bolt lock
4-position fire selector with genuine 3-shot burst
Multiple sling mounts
Ambidextrous controls
Fast reloading
Functional charging handle
The launch of the CZ Scorpion EVO 3 A1 Airsoft
gun marks a new era in ASG’s history. For the
first time we are manufacturing a complete
Airsoft AEG, offering us the opportunity to bring
more than 20 years of Airsoft experience to full
use and show how it can be done.
When the world renowned arms manufacturer
CZ in the Czech Republic introduced us to the
CZ Scorpion EVO 3 A1 while it was still under
development we immediately saw its potential
as a Proline Airsoft gun with its futuristic design
and lightweight construction.

Being a company in the Airsoft business in
Denmark – a country with one of the longest
histories of Airsoft in Europe, ASG has a long
record of attracting Airsoft players, weapon
enthusiasts and highly skilled engineers to join
our team. When the ideas of the EVO 3 project
was presented to the team, there was no doubt
that our combined skills and experience more
than matched those of the usual manufacturers, so we decided to continue developing and
manufacturing the Airsoft gun until it satisfied
our demands. We’re finally proud to present the
first AEG both developed and manufactured in
Denmark/Europe – the CZ Scorpion EVO 3 A1.

”It’s in
the details”
When we at ASG set about to develop
and build the EVO 3 we recognized the
opportunity to redesign the heart of any
AEG, the gearbox. Our goal was to make
it as near-to indestructible as possible, while
still being affordable, easy to maintain and
upgrade.
By strengthening well known weak spots,
simplifying the mechanics and incorporating
electronics we have arrived at a result that
we believe will set a new standard in the
Airsoft industry.

Designed for strength
We designed the gearbox to fully encase the
cylinder, thus eliminating the typical stress
points seen on version 2 and 3 gearboxes
– making the gearbox able to withstand
powerful upgrades.

Larger support surface
By increasing the thickness of the gear box
we have increased the support surface for the
piston eliminating wobble. This ensures that
even a worn piston will stay in place during
stress situations – keeping optimal contact
with the sector gear. Extensive testing has
shown that overall friction does not increase
with the larger surface area

Attention to detail
Even the small spring that locks the fire
selector in its position, has gone through
a detailed design optimization process, to
ensure that not only function but sound and
feel, is crisp and clear, so identification of fire
mode is easy.
Scorpion EVO 3 A1
M95 version

Ref. 17831
Ref. 17832

Discover more about the
CZ Scorpion EVO 3 A1 online:
www.actionsportgames.com
www.actionsportgames.com/evo3a1
#evo3a1 #teamasg #actionsportgames
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•
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•
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•

Real DS Arms logo
Unique serial number
High performance motor
Quick disassemble metal body
Top rail for aiming devices
Quad rail-system hand guard
Vs. 3 gearbox with 7mm bearings

SA-58 OSW

The Proline DSA SA-58 OSW (Offensive Suppression Weapon) Carbine is a fully licensed replica
Airsoft gun with a very authentic look and feel,
indistinguishably from the real steel version. It is
an extremely well built Airsoft gun, with a quad
rail-system, folding metal stock and an aluminum
body that is easy to disassemble and service. The
battery is stored in an AN/PEQ2 style battery box
(included in package) which mounts onto the
rail-system – probably one of the most realistic
replica Airsoft guns.

Accessories

Magazine, 500 rd.
AN/PEQ2 box

Ref. 17580
Ref. 17581

Ref. 17574

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

17574

Adjustable

123/403

1,5

3500

840

300

500

17580

Proline
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CAA M4 Carbine, Proline

The CAA M4 Carbine is a full metal AEG from
CAA Airsoft Division. It is equipped with light
weight nylon fiber M4S1 Picatinny Rail System.
The nylon fiber collapsible butt-stock can be set
to 6 different positions and the rubber non-slip
butt-pad allows faster shouldering and increase
comfort when wearing tactical vests. The battery
compartment and adjustable cheek-rest installed
on the stock's side rail can be switched over for
left handed shooters.
Black
Desert

Ref. 17566
Ref. 17567

Magazine, 360 rds. black
Magazine, 140 rds. black

Ref. 17570
Ref. 17663

CAA M4 CQB, Proline

The CAA M4 CQB is a full metal AEG from CAA
Airsoft Division. It is equipped with a 10.5"
outer barrel and light weight nylon fiber M4S1
Picatinny Rail System. The ergonomic designed
nylon fiber pistol grip can provide great comfort and better handling. The battery compartment and adjustable cheek-rest installed on
the stock's side rail can be switched over for
left handed shooters.
Black
Desert

Ref. 17568
Ref. 17569

Magazine, 360 rds.desert
Magazine, 140 rds.desert

Ref. 17571
Ref. 17664

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

17566

Adjustable

120/393

1,4

17567

Adjustable

120/393

1,4

Ref.

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

3100

800/890

3100

800/890

-

360

17570

-

360

17570

17568

Adjustable

110/360

1,2

3000

700/790

-

360

17570

17569

Adjustable

110/360

1,2

3000

700/790

-

360

17570

Upgrade parts

Asymmetric Warrior®
ASW338LM
Precision sniper rifle

M150 upgrade kit
M170 upgrade kit

ASW338LM

Ref. 17212
Ref. 17213

A complete upgrade kit for the ASW338LM
airsoft sniper rifle consisting of the zero trigger
assembly (Ref.17219) and either the M150 or the
M170 cylinder set (ref. 17249 or ref. 17250) with a stainless steel
cylinder, brass cylinder head, piston, M150/M170 spring and
spring-guide, all assembled, ready as a drop-in installation.

Get the ultimate sniper experience with ASW338LM (ProLine spring
operated sniper). Designed from original 3D drawings provided by
Ashbury International Group Inc, this fully licensed high-end airsoft
rifle looks and handles just like the real thing. The rifle features a
monolithic full length top rail for scopes as well as a carbon-fiber
look fore-end with bottom- and side rails that are co-bore aligned
for mounting bi-pods and other tactical equipment. The ergonomic
folding Push-button adjustable shoulder stock, is custom fitted
with adjustments for length of stock, cheek-piece height, and
vertical recoil pad placement. It comes with a versatile adjustable
field Mono-pod, and a mounted muzzle brake with a large 28mm
external thread for quick mounting of a designated barrel extension
tube ( not included). The rifle has a unique loading system which
allows correct placement of the magazine for added realism.

M140 spring

Ref. 17214

Cylinder set, M150
Cylinder set, M170

Ref. 17249
Ref. 17250

Delivered in hard-shell transport case with cut-out foam and
additional room for bi-pod and silencer. An M90 spring is included
in the case, if the rifle needs to be down-graded to comply with
range rules. All in all the most advanced sniper rifle available on
the Airsoft market today.
Ref. 17138

Barrel extension tube Ref. 17215

			Bipod

Magazine

Ref. 17216

Ref. 1
 7139

Scope incl. mount rings

Loading handle set

Ref. 17217

Zero trigger assembly

Ref. 17219

Ref. 17226

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

17138

Adjustable

120/394

1,4

5000

1060/810

420

40

17139

Features
•	Designed from original Ashbury 3D drawings
provide 100% realism in parts and handling
•	Unique BB loading system allows correct
positioning of magazine well
which adds realism in use
• VSR compatible inner structure and barrel
• Diecast aluminum receiver
• CNC made upper rail and components
• Adjustable hop-up comes standard
• 1,4 joule version out of the box
•	Extensive selection of upgrade parts available
– including complete M150 and M170 upgrade kits
•	Tactical bipod, barrel extension tube and sniper scope
available as accessories
Ref. 17138

Find more info
about the ASW338LM on
www.actionsportgames.com

Proline

Find
scopes
matching

on pages
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Accuracy International, AW .338 – sniper

The Accuracy International AW. 338 sniper is known for its many appearances in blockbuster movies and popular computer games like CounterStrike. It has seen service in several military units all over the world. The
Proline replica of the AI AW .338 is available in a spring version.
This sniper rifle has a very consistent power and the AW .338 spring version is compatible with the well-known VSR-system and there are many
upgrade parts available. It comes with a foldable stock and adjustable
cheek rest. Furthermore the rear of the stock has a mono-pod that acts
as an improved shooting platform. The sniper rifle has a nylon fiber body
and CNC made metal parts and barrel – The details that have gone into
the making of this rifle makes it an extremely realistic replica and a true
one-of-a-kind Airsoft replica. It comes with scope mount and quick release
bipod.
Ref. 17117

Accessories
Bolt action upgrade kit

Ref. 17463

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

17117

Adjustable

120/394

1,4

5500

1220/1000

640

70

17118
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M1 Carbine

Upgraded and optimized for CO2 this authentic looking M1 Carbine
features a semi-auto CO2 blowback system with realistic action that closely
mimics that of the real weapon, right down to the rotating bolt when firing. The stock is made to look like wood and the barrel, magazine, trigger/
trigger guard and bolt/receiver are made from metal making it a light and
compact Airsoft gun usable for skirmishes and reenactments.
Also available: Scope mount base ref. 17504.
Features:
• Authentic marking
• Simulated rotating bolt
• Bayonet lug
• Safety switch
• Bolt catch
• Fully adjustable rear sight
• Metal barrel and bolt assembly
• Authentic weight
The M1 carbine is a lightweight, easy to use semi-automatic carbine that
became a standard firearm for the U.S. military during World War II, the
Korean War and the Vietnam War, and was produced in several variants.
The M1 carbine was not originally intended to serve as a primary weapon
for combat infantrymen. Nevertheless, the carbine was soon widely issued
to infantry officers, American paratroopers, NCOs, ammunition bearers,
forward artillery observers, and other frontline troops. It gained high praise
for its small size, light weight and firepower, especially by those troops
who were unable to use a full-size rifle as their primary weapon. The M1
carbine was also widely used by foreign military, paramilitary and police
forces, and has also been a popular civilian firearm.
Ref. 17465

Extra CO2 magazine, 15 rd.

Ref. 17466

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

17465

Adjustable

118/387

1,4

2000

910

250

15

17466

Proline
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LMT Defender
R.I.S., Desert
M15A4 Carbine

Desert Tan version of the Proline LMT Defender
R.I.S. with realistic bolt catch release function.
An ideal tactical Airsoft carbine with many
options for mounting a multitude of tactical
accessories.
In this Proline AEG, the front barrel, flash suppressor, quad front rail, as well as upper and
lower receiver is made of metal, with authentic
markings fully licensed by Lewis Machine & Tool
co. A picatinny style top rail on the upper receiver
allows for mounting of optical aiming devices.
Pulling the charging handle opens the dust cover
while pulling back and locking the simulated bolt
to reveal the adjustable hop-up dial, to release
the bolt, press the bolt release just like on the
real weapon.
The gearbox is designed to be compatible with
ULTIMATE upgrade parts for easy custom modifications.
Included is a detachable vertical front grip and
the innovative 360rd. Hi-cap Flash magazine,
its spring is wound up by a pull-cord in mere
seconds, getting you into the action in a flash.
M120 version
M95 version

Ref. 17607
Ref. 17608

360 rd. magazine

Ref. 16934

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

17607

Adjustable

120/394

1,4

3030

880/785

17608

Adjustable

95/312

0,9

3030

880/785

Ref.

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

363

360

16934

363

360

16934

Proline
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LMT
Defender CQC

Proline LMT Defender C.Q.C (Close Quarters
Carbine), an ideal close quarter Airsoft carbine
with a 12” free float barrel for better accuracy
and many options for mounting a multitude of
tactical accessories. Also features a realistic bolt
catch release function.
The front rail system combines with the receiver
to provide a continuous top rail, allowing optimal
mounting of optical aiming devices. The rail system also features multiple QD points for mounting
QD sling attachments, (like ref. 17420). In this Proline AEG, the front barrel, flash suppressor, quad
front rail, as well as upper and lower receiver
is made of metal, with authentic markings fully
licensed by Lewis Machine & Tool co.
Pulling the charging handle opens the dust cover
while pulling back and locking the simulated bolt
to reveal the adjustable hop-up dial, to release
the bolt, press the bolt release just like on the real
weapon.It features a removable rear sights, fully
adjustable for windage and elevation.
The battery can be housed in the 6-position collapsible SOPMOD stock made from heavy-duty
polymer.
M120 version
M95 version

Ref. 17529
Ref. 17530

360 rd. magazine

Ref. 16934

16" outer barrel

Special full length rifle barrel for the Proline LMT
Defender C.Q.C (ref. 17529, 17530).
Convert the C.Q.C into an infantry rifle with this
easily installed 16” (400mm) outer barrel.
Ref. 17531

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

17529

Adjustable

120/390

1,4

2700

680/780

17530

Adjustable

95/310

0,9

2700

780/780

Ref.

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

285

360

16934

285

360

16934
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Armalite
M15A4 Carbine
M15A4 Carbine

ARMALITE M15A4 Carbine with realistic bolt
catch release function. With authentic markings
fully licensed by Armalite inc.
This solidly constructed Proline AEG, with
full metal barrel and receiver, together with
a 6 position collapsible stock and front grips
made from heavy duty polymer, combines into
a durable and dependable Airsoft AEG. It features a removable top handle with integrated
metal sights, mounted on a picatinny style top
rail on the upper receiver allowing easy mounting
of either scope or a dot-sight.
The reinforced gearbox is designed to be compatible with ULTIMATE upgrade parts for easy
custom modifications. Included is the innovative 360rd. Hi-cap Flash magazine, its spring is
wound up by a pull-cord in mere seconds.
Ref. 17391
Ref. 17393

M120 version
M95 version

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

17391

Adjustable

120/394

1,4

3030

880/785

363

360

16934

17393

Adjustable

95/312

0,9

3030

880/785

363

360

16934

Proline
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LMT
Defender R.I.S.
LMT Defender R.I.S.

An ideal tactical Airsoft carbine with many
options for mounting a multitude of tactical
accessories. All metal construction, with
authentic markings fully licensed by Lewis
Machine & Tool co.
LMT Defender R.I.S. features the realistic bolt
catch release function. Pulling the charging
handle opens the dust cover while pulling back
and locking the simulated bolt to reveal the adjustable hop-up dial, to release the bolt, press
the bolt release just like on the real weapon.
The reinforced gearbox is designed to be compatible with ULTIMATE upgrade parts for easy
custom modifications.
Included is the innovative 360rd. Hi-cap Flash
magazine, its spring is wound up by a pull-cord
in mere seconds, getting you into the action in
a flash.
M120 version
M95 version

Ref. 17392
Ref. 17394

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

17392

Adjustable

120/394

1,4

3030

880/785

17394

Adjustable

95/312

0,9

3030

880/785

Ref.

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

363

360

16934

363

360

16934

Proline
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LMT DEFENDER 2000

The DEFENDER 2000 is a very special rifle as it
comes with LMT’s Monolith Rail Platform (MRP).
The whole top receiver and R.I.S. is made in one
piece making the LMT Defender 2000 a really
solid rifle with absolutely no wobble of any kind.
The reinforced gearbox uses 8mm bearings, and
comes with an M120 spring in a high speed
solution. The externals are equally impressive
with many details like the QD sling swivel set,
removable front and rear sight, RAS Slim rail
cover, compact removable front grip – just to
mention a few.
Ref. 16826

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

16826

Adjustable

118/387

1,4

3100

790/710

370

130

16843
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M60E4/Mk43 Commando.

This is the Commando version of the U.S. Ordnance
licensed M60E4/Mk43. The Commando has a front
rail so you can customize your support-weapon
to individually suit your needs. The M60E4/Mk43
Commando comes with a fully functional bipod,
adjustable Hop-up system, 4000 BB magazine and a
7.62 dummy cartridge belt.
Ref. 16990

Feed cover

Feed cover with metal rail for the M60E4/Mk43
series. Then you can mount your preferred aiming device, if the iron sight isn’t enough.
Ref. 17038

Complete gearbox

A complete gearbox for the M60E4/MK43
Airsoft LMG. Designed so that all components,
can be upgraded for a custom upgrade either
focusing on higher rate of fire or more power.
Ref. 17037

Ref.

Hop-up

Velocity
ms/fps

Energy

Weight (g)

Length (mm)

Barrel (mm)

Mag. Capacity

Std. magazine

16990

Adjustable

114/374

1,3

4600

940

380

4000

16991

Magazines
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Cartridges
for Dan Wesson
revolvers
Cartridges, box of 25 pcs.

Box of 25 cartridges for all Dan
Wesson airsoft revolvers, each holds
one 6mm BB.
Ref. 16549

Cartridges, full metal
box of 12 pcs.

Box of 12 cartridges for all Dan Wesson airsoft
revolvers, made from steel and polished brass.
Each holds one 6mm BB.
Ref. 17606

Low power cartridges,
box of 25 pcs.

The Power-down cartridges for the Dan
Wesson 6mm Airsoft revolvers reduces the
velocity more than 50% by simply restricting the gas-flow thru the cartridge itself. This
is a fast and simple way to lower the power to
an average of 1 Joule or less, allowing the Dan
Wesson to be used in all skirmishes and on all
shooting ranges.
Ref. 17509

®

Armalite
magazines
•	Boxes with 10 low
and mid cap magazines
•	Fits M15/M16 type AEG's

Capacity 20 rds. VN

Capacity 30 rds.

Capacity 85 rds.

Capacity 140 rds.

Grey		 Ref. 17122
Tan		Ref. 17123

Grey		 Ref. 17124
Tan		Ref. 17125

Grey		 Ref. 17126
Tan		Ref. 17127

Black		 Ref. 17284

www.actionsportgames.com

Magazines

Use our online catalogue for
a quick overview and easy
search wether you're searching for low-, mid- or high-cap
magazines, or magazines for
a specific model.

CO2
Pistols non-blowback

Magazine – CZ 75D Compact (for ref. 15564)
Magazine – CZ 75D Compact w/screw (for ref. 15564)
Magazine – Steyr M9-A1 (for ref. 16090)
Speedloader – Dan Wesson, incl. 6 rounds
(for ref. 16181, 16182 & 16558)
Cartridges – D
 an Wesson, box of 25 pcs.
(for ref. 16181, 16182 & 16558)
Cartridges – D
 an Wesson, box of 12 pcs.
Magazine – Sport 106, 17 rd. (for ref. 15524)
Magazine – C
 Z 75 P-07 DUTY , 16 rd.
(Both for Blowback & Non-blowback)
Magazine – S TI DUTY ONE, 16 rd.
(Both for Blowback & Non-blowback)
Magazine – CZ SP-01 Shadow, 15 rd. (for ref. 17653)

Ref. 15596
Ref. 16279
Ref. 16091
Ref. 16186
Ref. 16549
Ref. 17606
Ref. 15526
Ref. 16719
Ref. 16723
Ref. 17654

Pistols blowback

Magazine – CZ 75D Compact blowback version, 16 rd.
(for ref. 16092 & 16184) 		Ref. 16093
Magazine – C
 Z 75D Compact blowback version w/screw
(for ref. 16092 & 16184)		Ref. 16280
Magazine – M9, 25 rd. (for ref. 11112,13466,14834)v		Ref. 16863
Magazine – STI Tac Master/STI Lawman (for ref. 17181/17398)		Ref. 17183
Magazine – BERSA BP9CC (for ref. 17307 & 17308)		Ref. 17310
Magazine – BERSA Thunder 9 Pro (for ref. 17309)		Ref. 17311
Magazine – CZ 75 (for ref. 17397)		Ref. 17401
Magazine – STI Tactical X, (for ref. 17399)
Ref. 17403

Rifles

Magazine – M1 Carbine (for ref. 17465)
Magazine – S pecial Teams Carbine, long , 29 rd.
(for Ref. 17244)

Ref. 17466
Ref. 17247

Spring
Pistols

Magazine – M92, 27 rd. (for ref. 14760 & 14761)
Magazine – M92FS custom, silver, 12 rd. (for ref. 14098)
Magazine – M92FS, 12 rd. (for ref. 14097)
Magazine – STI classic, 12 rd. (for ref. 14095)
Magazine – G17, 12 rd. (for ref. 14096)
Magazine – G17, Heavy weight, 12 rd. (for ref. 11110)
Magazine – CZ 75D Compact, 13 rd. (for ref. 15886 & 15698)
Magazine – STI Combat Master, 16 rd. (for ref. 16780)
Magazine – HI-CAPA Cal. 45, 11 rd. (for ref. 16532)
Magazine – CZ SP-01 Shadow, 14 rd. (for ref. 17655)

Ref. 11527
Ref. 11653
Ref. 12717
Ref. 12715
Ref. 12716
Ref. 14620
Ref. 15887
Ref. 16798
Ref. 16536
Ref. 17656

Rifles/pumpguns

Shells – 	pumpgun, 4 pc. 30 rd.
(for ref. 15913, 16063, 16061 & 16261)
Magazine – FRANCHI SAS 12 (for ref. 15261)
Magazine – Steyr SSG 69 P2, 2-pack (for ref. 15433)
Magazine – AW .308 Sniper (for ref. 15908)
Magazine – CZ SCORPION Vz61 (for ref. 14762)
Magazine – M14 SOCOM (for ref. 15914)
Magazine – Urban Sniper
Magazine – Dragunov SVD-S (for ref. 17154)
Magazine – Dragunov SVD, 180 rd., (for ref. 16490)

Ref. 15920
Ref. 15267
Ref. 15470
Ref. 15932
Ref. 14766
Ref. 15934
Ref. 17035
Ref. 17174
Ref. 16491
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Magazines

Magazines
Gas
Pistols non-blowback
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Magazine – STI Lawman
Magazine – CZ 75D Compact (for ref. 15885)
Magazine – P-357, Black, 12 rd, (for ref. 11542)
Magazine – P-357, silver, 12 rd. (for ref. 11544)
Magazine – M92 F, 21 rd. (for ref. 11555 & 11557)
Magazine – MK23 (for ref. 14763)
Magazine – MK1 (for ref. 14728 & 14834)

Pistols blowback

Magazine – M92FS, 25 rd. (for ref. 11112)
Magazine – CZ 99 (for ref. 16530)
Magazine – CZ 75, RSS, 8 rd. (for ref. 16924)
Cartridge – CZ 75, RSS, box of 25 pcs. (for ref. 16924)
Magazine – STI 1911-A1, RSS, 8 rd. (for ref. 17010)
Magazine – STI Tac Master, 26 rd. (for ref. 17181)
Magazine – CZ 75, 24 rd. (for ref. 17397)
Magazine – STI TACTICAL X, 27 rd. (for ref. 17399)
Magazine – CZ P-09 DUTY, (for ref. 17657)
Magazine – G17/G18/G19, 23 rd.,
(for ref. 16084, 16077, 16078)
Magazine – G18, 50 rd., (for ref. 16077)
Magazine – G19, 20 rd., (for ref. 16078)
Magazine – Ingram M11, 48 rd., (for ref. 16165)
Magazine – M93R II, 40 rd., (for ref. 16164)

Rifles

Magazine – M4A1 Carbine, 38 rd. (for ref. 16560)
Magazine – MP9 A1 & A3, 48 rd. (for ref. 16802 & 16799)
Magazine – Special Teams Carbine, short , 22 rd.
(for ref. 17244)
Magazine – Special Teams Carbine, long , 29 rd.
(for ref. 17244)

Ref. 14872
Ref. 15889
Ref. 11543
Ref. 11545
Ref. 11556
Ref. 14765
Ref. 14843
Ref. 12632
Ref. 16535
Ref. 16925
Ref. 16926
Ref. 17011
Ref. 17182
Ref. 17400
Ref. 17402
Ref. 17658
Ref. 12763
Ref. 12631
Ref. 11079
Ref. 12766
Ref. 16180
Ref. 16575
Ref. 16689
Ref. 17245
Ref. 17246

Magazines

AEG
Pistols non-blowback

Magazine – G18C, 90 rd. (for ref. 15919)
Magazine – G18C,CZ 99, STI, 29 rd.
(for ref. 15919, 16492 & 17508)

Ref. 16495
Ref. 15935

Rifles

Low-cap
Magazine – DS4 Standard, 40 rd. (for ref. 15250)
Magazine – DLV36 standard, 48 rd. (for ref. 15257)
Magazine – G36 standard, 50 rd.
Magazine – VZ61 Scorpion, 58 rd. (for ref. 16529)
Magazine – M15/M16 standard, 68 rd.
Magazine – M15/M16 standard, 85 rd., 5 pcs. pack
(Airsoft Systems)
Mid-cap
Magazine – LMT DEFENDER 2000, 130 rd., black
Magazine – BT5 PDW, 100 rd.,
(for ref. 17522, 15912, 17522& 17561)
Magazine – M16, 130 rd.
Magazine – M15/M16, 85 rd., black
Magazine – CAA M4, 140 rd., black
Magazine – CAA M4, 140 rd., desert

Ref. 15262
Ref. 15263
Ref. 17617
Ref. 16717
Ref. 17615
Ref. 17642
Ref. 16843
Ref. 17523
Ref. 17616
Ref. 17642
Ref. 17663
Ref. 17664

Hi-cap
Magazine – AK, 600 rd. (for ref. 15361 & 15532)
Ref. 15202
Magazine – AK, 300 rd. (for ref. 15361 & 15532)
Ref. 16034
Magazine – Steyr AUG A1/A2, 330 rd.
(for ref. 16531 & 15909 & 16935) 		Ref. 16537
Magazine – M14, 400 rd. (for ref. 15911)
Ref. 15933
Magazine – DLV, M14 SOCOM, 280 rd. (for ref. 16561)
Ref. 16584
Magazine – INGRAM MAC10, SLV (for ref. 16262)
Ref. 16264
Magazine – M60E4/Mk43, 4000 rd.
Ref. 16991
Magazine – M15/M16, 300 rd.
Ref. 17028
Magazine – MP5, 200 rd.
Ref. 17029
Magazine – G36, 470 rd.
Ref. 17030
Ref. 17031
Magazine – AK47, 250 rd.
Magazine – AK47, 700 rd.
Ref. 17032
Magazine – M15/M16 series, Flash, 360 rd.
Ref. 16934
Magazine – M15/M16 series, Flash, 360 rd.
Ref. 17556
Magazine – AK series, Flash, 520 rd.
Ref. 17132
Magazine – Armalite M15/M16, 140 rd. 10 pcs.
Ref. 17284
Magazine – SA58 OSW, 500 rd.
Ref. 17580
Magazine – CAA M4, 360 rd. black
Ref. 17570
Magazine – CAA M4, 360 rd. vDesert
Ref. 17571

Magazine clips

Magazine clip, holds 2 magazines together for a fast reload.
For M16, XM, AK & G3 models.		Ref. 17033
Magazine clip, holds 2 magazines together for a fast reload.
For MP5/BT5 style Airsoft magazines.
Ref. 17034

Use our online catalogue for a quick overview and easy search,
wether you're searching for low-, mid- or high-cap magazines,
or magazines for a specific model.

www.actionsportgames.com
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Airsoft BBs
Guaranteed quality
At ActionSportGames (ASG) we are committed
to providing our customers with a full range of
quality Airsoft BBs that deliver consistent and
flawless performance. To ensure this we perform
random product testing and are in constant
dialog with our BB suppliers to ensure the best
possible quality for our high grade BBs.
Additionally, our Diamond grade BLASTER Devil
BBs have been further processed in-house at
ASG's facility in Denmark. This is done to remove
any waste materials left over from the production and to sort out all BBs which do not meet
required standards.
Waste material, misshaped or oversized BBs
can cause critical damages to all Airsoft guns.
All BLASTER Devil BBs are packaged in sealed,
custom designed bottles, the optimal method of
BB storage and your guarantee for dependable
consistency in quality, size, shape and performance.
Choice of BB
Your choice of BBs depends largely on your
playing style, needs and specific type of Airsoft
gun. The better the quality of your Airsoft gun
– the better the quality of the BBs should be.
Low grade BBs should only be used in low-end
Airsoft guns. We strongly recommend the use of
high grade BBs in all high-end guns.

Size and shape
When shooting at longer ranges, or for increased
accuracy when target shooting, using BBs with
consistent size and shape is a must. This can only
be achieved by using high-end BBs, like ASG’s
Diamond graded BBs. Consistency in size and
shape is essential for good accuracy.
Color and weight
White BBs are easy to see in flight, allowing the
shooter to walk the shots onto the target. But
white BBs also allow others to detect where
shots are coming from. Darker color BBs makes
it harder for players to detect where shots are
coming from. In general, different colors are an
easy way of determining the weight of BBs.
The weight of the BB is an important factor
when choosing which BBs to use. Lighter BBs
can reach a high velocity, but the flight of the
BBs is easily influenced by wind and weather.
The lighter BBs loose velocity faster than heavier
ones, making their trajectory more curved resulting in shorter range. If your Airsoft gun has an
adjustable hop-up system, the trajectory can be
adjusted.
Heavier BBs can fly further and hit harder than
lighter BBs, but requires a more powerful Airsoft
gun with good quality gears and internals.
Do not reuse BBs as they can be deformed
and dirty, and can cause permanent damage
to your Airsoft gun.

Airsoft BBs

Quality &
classification
ASG grade system
To describe dimensions, quality and performance,
ASG use a grade system where different brands of BBs
are graded as:
• Grade 1
Premium/Diamond grade
• Grade 2
High grade
• Grade 3
Medium grade
• Grade 4
Standard grade

In-house processing to ensure consistent high quality
To ensure a consistent high quality, all ActionSportGames brands
are delivered in custom designed and sealed bottles containing
3000 or 6000 BB's, which proves the BB's have been processed
in-house at ASG.
This is done to guarantee total elimination of waste materials from
the production of the BB's and to remove all BB's which do not meet
specified dimensions. Waste material and oversized BB's can cause
critical damages til all Airsoft guns.
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For grade 4 (standard) BBs, there are no requirements for the BBs
to have been processed in-house at ASG.
In order to support this grading, all BB's are continuously checked
via random testings performed by ASG.

Grade 3
Medium

Grade 2
High

Grade 1
Premium/Diamond

Price

Grade 4
Standard

Goldfire
• Can vary slightly in
colour
• high consistency
in dimensions
• Has been processed
in-house by ASG

Q-Bullet
Various brands

• Can vary in colour
• Can vary slightly in
dimensions
• Has been processed
in-house by ASG

BBs will typically be sold
in Zip-bags, dispensers
and similar packaging

BLASTER family
• Do not vary in colour
• Extremely consistent
in dimensions
• Special coating for
improved smoothness/
lubrication on BBs
• Has been processed
in-house by ASG

• Will often vary in colour
• Will vary in dimensions
• Has not been processed
in-house by AS
Grade 4 BBs are not
recommended for use in
AEGs offered by ASG

Performance
WWW.ACTIONSPORTGAMES.COM
GOLD FIRE™
Airsoft BBs /
Billes
3000pcs
0.12g
6mm BB

3000pcs
0.20g
6mm BB

Ref. 15430
Made in EU

Made in EU

1/5/2012 10:20:08 AM

15430_goldfire_012_NEW.indd 1

1/18/2012 1:13:19 PM

14787_Blaster.indd 1

1/4/2012 11:16:46 AM

BLASTER
DEVIL

Made in EU

ActionSportGames A/S
Airsoft BBs
Bakkegaardsvej
304
Billes
DK - 3050 Humlebaek

3000pcs
0.20g
6mm BB

ActionSportGames A/S, Bakkegaardsvej 304,
DK - 3050 Humlebaek, Denmark

Tolerance
+/- 0.01mm

3000pcs // 0.20g // 6mm BB

Made in EU

Diamond grade precision Airsoft BBs

16291_label_020_3000.indd 1

1/10/2012 1:28:24 PM

3000pcs
6mm BB

OPEN
BLASTER
Airsoft BBs/
Billes
3000pcs, 0.20g
6mm BB
Tolerance
+/- 0.01mm

Ref. 14199

14189_q-bullet.indd 1

BLASTER
Keep away from sissies!

D BB mit grosser Kraft und Genauigkeit für Airsofts • Perfekte Rundung und
perfekt glatter Oberfläche • BB mit optimalen Flugeigenschaften • Kugeln für
Kinder unzugänglich aufbewahren.

Made in EU

0.20

3000pcs // 0.20g // 6mm BB

F Billes spécialement réalisées pour les répliques de haute puissance et précision
• High grade surface polie • Billes parfaitement sphériques • Ne pas laisser à la
portée des enfants.

HIGH GRADE • PRECISION • POWER

Ref. 14189

2/16/2012 11:53:10 AM

BLASTER
Airsoft BBs /
Billes

0.12G HIGH POWER AND ACCURRACY 6 MM BB
BULLETS FOR AIRSOFT SHOOTING
High Grade Polished Surface • Perfect Spherical BB Bullet • Keep these
BB bullets away from children • Distributed by ActionSportGames® A/S,
Denmark

3000pcs // 0.20g // 6mm BB

14148_BB-Label.indd 1

3000 Airsoft BBs / 0.12g

Ref. 14787

6 MM BBs FOR AIRSOFT GUNS

3000pcs
0.20g
6mm BB

Ref. 17290

Q-BULLET
Airsoft BBs /
Billes

Made in Denmark

17290_PLA-BB.indd 1

Contains 100%
biodegradable PLA

The environment friendly
Airsoft BB for Pro Games

16-02-2012 10:21:42

0.20g

Blaster BBs

Not for
sissies!
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Blaster Airsoft BB’s
ASG in-house QC machine operating.

Bottling and labelling
After the all BBs have undergone strict selection
and quality control they are categorized, bottled
and labelled – all done in-house at ASG.

The BLASTER brand of BB’s from ActionSportGames represent the
highest quality within Airsoft BB’s – all Airsoft BB’s sold by ASG
undergo a very strict quality control to ensure a consistently high
quality of BB – and only the best are branded as BLASTER BB’s.
Most Airsoft BB’s vary in sizes between 5.93 mm and 5.98 mm in
diameter even in the same bottle/bag – thus effecting the trajectory
and precision of the BB’s. Are BB’s larger than 5.98 mm there is a
considerable risk of the BB’s clogging the 6 mm barrel of the Airsoft
gun, and if the BB’s are smaller than 5.93 mm in diameter, too
much compression is lost when firing the Airsoft gun, resulting in
poor performance.
BLASTER BB’s are consisstently around 5.95 mm in dimension,
making them extremely consistent in size. In addition to the high
consistency of the dimensions of the BB’s, all BLASTER brand Airsoft BB’s have received a special coating for improved smoothnes/
lubrication, ensuring almost no loss of compression when shooting.
The high consistency in dimension and the special coating makes
for an extremely high quality of Airsoft BB, placing the BLASTER
brand among the very best of the Airsoft BB’s available on the
market today.

The BLASTER brand carries a full
range of high precision Airsoft BB’s
– from 0,20 g to 0,30 g – including
BLASTER Tracer BB’s for that extra
touch of realism when playing at night.
(The tracer BB’s need to be ‘charged’ with
light so they remain luminescent when
fired.)

Blaster BBs

The BLASTER BB's can be used in any Airsoft gun
but are particularly well suited – and recommended
for Gas blowback and AEG high-speed solutions

Blaster, 0,20g
3000 pcs. bottle
6000 pcs. bottle

Ref. 14787
Ref. 14788

Blaster, 0,23g
3000 pcs. bottle

Ref. 16819

Blaster, 0,25g
3000 pcs. bottle
6000 pcs. bottle

Ref. 14198
Ref. 14199

Blaster, 0,30g
3000 pcs. bottle

Ref. 16822

Blaster Tracer, 0,20g
3000 pcs. bottle

Ref. 16293

Blaster Tracer, 0,25g
3000 pcs. bottle

B&T Tracer unit

This silencer looking tracer unit uses a compact
powerful flash to charge your tracer BB's with
light making them self illuminating, and creating a tail of green light following them as
they shoot down the range.
Ref. 16794

Ref. 16690
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Open Blaster BBs
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Now going green
in Airsoft,
no longer means
wearing camouflage.

The New Environment Friendly Airsoft BB for Pro Games. Finally you
can go green while maintaining accuracy and consistency in your Airsoft
gun. Manufactured to exact dimensions within a +/-0.01mm tolerance. This
environment friendly BB will shoot tight groups at long distances. Nontoxic
and safe for people and environment tested according to EU and US regulations.
The BB's contain PLA, a thermoplastic polyester derived from renewable
resources, such as corn starch, or sugarcanes. It biodegrades in the presence
of primarily moisture and oxygen.

Open Blaster BBs

Recommended for expert players
and high-end AEGs
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Open Blaster, 0,20g
3000 pcs. bottle
6000 pcs. bottle

Ref. 17290
Ref. 17572

Open Blaster, 0,25g
3000 pcs. bottle
6000 pcs. bottle

Ref. 17291
Ref. 17573

Open Blaster, 0,28g
3000 pcs. bottle

Ref. 17592

Blaster Devil BBs

The Blaster Devil BB's are
fantastic all-round Airsoft BB's,
available from 0,20g to 0,43g in
a variety of colours.
Recommended for sniper rifles
and AEG's with precision barrels
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The evil side of the family

The Blaster Devil BB’s are a new brand of high quality BB’s from ActionSportGames A/S, based on the
well known brand of precision Airsoft pellets, the
Blaster BB’s. The Blaster Devil BB’s undergo strict
quality control, are carefully selected, bottled and
controlled to ensure the highest standard possible.
With a tolerance of +/- 0.01mm the Devil BB’s raise
the standards for quality precision BB’s. A true
Diamond grade precision Airsoft BB, The Blaster
Devils are the evil side of the family!

Diamond grade precision Airsoft BB´s

Blaster Devil BBs

Blaster Devil, 0,28g
3000 pcs. bottle

Blaster Devil, 0,20g
Ref. 16171
Ref. 16172

3000 pcs. bottle
6000 pcs. bottle

Ref. 16175
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Blaster Devil, 0,30g
3000 pcs. bottle

Ref. 16177

Blaster Devil, 0,36g*
3000 pcs. bottle

Ref. 16178

Blaster Devil,
Black, 0,20g
3000 pcs. bottle
6000 pcs. bottle

Ref. 16291
Ref. 16292

Blaster Devil, 0,40g*
3000 pcs. bottle

Ref. 16179

Blaster Devil, 0,25g
3000 pcs. bottle
6000 pcs. bottle

Ref. 16173
Ref. 16174

Dark Olive, 3000 pcs. bottle
Ref. 17491

Blaster Devil,
Black, 0,43g*
3000 pcs. bottle

Ref. 16290

*	The Blaster Devil 0,36g, 0,40g and 0,43g BB's
are all documented non-toxic.

Goldfire BBs

Goldfire BBs
GOLD FIRE BB. A high grade Airsoft BB, that is well suited for CO2 powered
airsoft guns and standard AEG solutions. An all-round BB that is a perfect
combination of price and quality. The GOLD FIRE brand carries a full range
of high grade Airsoft BB’s – from 0.12 g to 0.25 g.
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Recommended for:
• Spring pistols
• CO2 powered airsoft guns
• Discovery line, Sportline and Proline
All GOLD FIRE BB's have been sorted in-house at ASG to remove any abnormalities and ensure consistency in dimensions and performance.
Gold Fire, 0,12g 3000 pcs.
Gold Fire, 0,12g 6000 pcs.

Ref. 15430
Ref. 15991

Gold Fire, 0,20g 3000 pcs.
Ref. 14160
Gold Fire, 0,20g 6000 pcs.Ref. 14161
Gold Fire, 0,25g 3000 pcs. Ref. 14784
Gold fire, 0,25g 6000 pcs. Ref. 14785

Other BBs

Other ASG BBs

Q-Bullet

Q-Bullet BBs are a medium grade Airsoft BB,
ideal for spring pistols and standard AEG solutions. A great budget BB that offers jam-free
performance. Recommended for Spring pistols,
Discoveryline and Sportline AEGs.
All Q-Bullet BBs have been sorted in-house at
ASG to remove any abnormalities and ensure
consistency in dimensions and performance.
Q-Bullet, 0,20g 3000 pcs.
Q-Bullet, 0,20g 6000 pcs.

Ref. 14189
Ref. 14190

Q-Bullet, 0,20g 20 kg box
Q-Bullet, 0,25g 20 kg box

Ref. 17646
Ref. 17647

BB bottles

BBs, 0,12g 1000 pcs.		
BBs, 0,20g 1000 pcs.		
BBs, 0,40g 1000 pcs.		

Ref. 14148
Ref. 14185
Ref. 17618

Do not reuse BBs as they
can be deformed and
dirty – and can cause
permanent damage to
your Airsoft gun
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Scopes
Telescopic scopes are classified according to
their optical magnification and the objective lens diameter, e.g. 4x35 – meaning a
4 times magnification with a 35mm lens.
The larger the objective lense diameter, the
brighter the image.
Some scopes have variable magnification,
which are more flexible when shooting at
different ranges, and in different light conditions. These offer a wide field of view at low
magnifications.
The scope details are read as follows:
minimal magnification – maximum magnification x objective lens diameter, e.g. 3-9x50
When choosing your scope you should consider these things and also consider if you
want illuminated reticles.

Dot sights
As dot sights provide an illuminated reticle,
they are often used with both eyes open,
giving you a full field of view. This makes
target finding very fast compared to scopes
and iron sights. Non-magnifying dot sight
are therefore particuarly well suited for
mounting on Airsoft guns used for close
range engagement and CQB style games –
pistols, sub-machine guns and shotguns.
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Optics
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STRIKE SYSTEMS® Pro Optics is
designed especially for Airsoft
players, depending on accurate
and reliable optics that provides
optimal targeting and clear
field of view. STRIKE SYSTEMS
Pro Optics even meets the high
requirements for real firearm
optics.

Reticules
To give you a better overview of details of
the scopes and dot sights in our range, we
show icons indicating the various reticules
of each specific product, as some of the
scopes and dot sights have more than one
reticule.
The icons indicate wether the reticule is
non-illuminated (black crosshairs,) or illuminated either red or green.

Scope & dot sight reticules

Scopes
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Reading the specifications

Strike Systems Pro Optics
– Scopes
The Strike Systems Pro Optics scopes are perfect choices when you need
both functionality and classic looks. The lenses are fully coated for sharp
and bright clear images. The whole line of Strike Systems Pro Optics scopes
has been nitrogen purged to make the metal bodies 100% water-, fog- and
shockproof. All scopes can be windage- and elevation adjusted and all
scopes come with both front and rear protection caps.

Specification information:

3-9x50E

3-9x: 	Explains the magninfication
strength: i.e. the scope magnifies
from 3-9 times.
50: 	Shows the objective diameter.
E: 	Indicates that the croshairs can
be illuminated.

Scope, 4x32, incl. mount rings

Scope, 3-9x40, incl. mount rings

A variable powered rifle scope featuring a magnification that can be adjusted within a range of
3-9 times. Low power lets you scan the playing
field, and when you spot a potential target,
zoom in for verification. Ideal for long range
sniping or pinpoint target shooting. Included are
a set of 0.8” height mount rings for standard
rails and protective lens caps.

A fixed powered scope ideal for medium range
shooting. Fully adjustable for windage and
elevation with coated optics that are water,
fog and shock proof. Included are a set of 0.8”
height mount rings for standard rails and
protective lens caps.
Ref. 17371

Ref. 17372

Scope, 3-9x56E

Scope, 3-9x50E

This top of the line variable powered riflescope
features magnification that can be adjusted
within 3x-9x. It has adjustable fast focus eyebells for fine-tuned focusing. The X-type reticle
is electro-illuminated with 11 different brightness settings, providing visibility at any light
conditions. Ideal for long range sniping or
pinpoint target shooting at low light.
(Recommended mounts ref. 11865)
Ref. 11093

This top of the line variable powered riflescope
features magnification that can be adjusted
within 3x-9x. It has adjustable fast focus eyebells
for fine-tuned focusing for any distance.
The X-type reticle is electro-illuminated with 11
different brightness settings, providing visibility
at any light conditions. Ideal for long range
sniping or pinpoint target shooting. This scope
was designed for extreme lowlight operations.
(Recommended mounts ref. 15098)
Ref. 11094

Scopes

Scope, 3-9x40E
Scope, 3-9x50

A variable powered riflescope featuring a power
magnification that can be adjusted to within a
set range, such as 3-9. Low power lets you scan
the playing field, and when you spot a potential target, zoom in for verification. Select a
3-9x50mm, when maximum power and accuracy
is needed at low light. Ideal for long range sniping or pinpoint target shooting. (Recommended
mounts ref. 11865)

This top of the line variable powered riflescope
feature magnification that can be adjusted
within 3-9. It has adjustable fast focus eyebells
for fine-tuned focusing for any distance.
The X-type reticle is electro-illuminated with 11
different brightness settings, providing visibility
at any light conditions. Ideal for long range
sniping or pinpoint target shooting at low light.
(Recommended mounts ref. 11865)
Illuminated
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Ref. 11091

Ref. 11092

Scope, 4x20, 11 mm mount
Scope, 6x40

A fixed power scope has a set power magnification. Fixed power scopes can be used in both
Airsoft games and target shooting. Fixed power
scopes offer a more simple approach with less
moving parts and adjustments during use.
(Recommended mounts ref. 11865)

A lightweight entry level scope ideally suited for
air guns with 11mm rail. Comes pre-fitted with
mounts.
Ref. 11024

Ref. 11028

High mount rings, Ø25,4x20x21mm
Set of 2 high rings, keeps the scope high on
the airsoft gun. Suitable for scopes with large
diameter front-lenses
Ref. 11865

Mount rings, Ø 30x20x21

Set of 2 high rings, keeps the scope high on the
airsoft gun. Suitable for scopes with large
diameter front-lenses. Allows the use of
the fixed sights, when using a smaller
diameter scope.
Ref. 15098

See more mounts and mount rings on pp. 129

Scopes

Strike Systems Pro Optics
– Scopes
Scope, 4x32
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This Strike Systems Pro Optics scope has a
T-shaped crosshair with a choice of red/green
illumination. The intensity of the red or green
illuminated crosshair can easily be adjusted
to 5 different levels. The scope has a 4x32
magnification and sports a red fiber sight for
fast and close aiming. Both sides of the scope
has weaver rail for mounting accessories like
dot sight or laser. The scope has integrated
picatinny/weaver rail mount.
Ref. 16458

Scope, 4x32

This Strike Systems Pro Optics scope has a
crosshair-shaped crosshair with a choice of red/
green illumination. The intensity of the red/green
illuminated crosshair can easily be adjusted to 5
different levels. The scope has a 3x32 magnification and features two standard size rails on the
tube, for mounting accessories like flashlight, laser or a small red-dot. The scope has integrated
picatinny/weaver rail mount.
Ref. 17542

Scope, 4x32, 3-sided rail

This scope is specifically designed for air rifles
as it comes with 11mm mounts. The scopes has
4x magnification, objective diameter is 20mm
and is parallax-free at 45 meters. The windage
and elevation is adjustable and the scope comes
with protection caps for both the front and rear
lenses.
Ref. 16294

Scope, 4x26, SVD/SVD-S

Scope perfect for soviet styled replicas especially the Dragunov SVD. Slides onto the mount
bracket placed on the left on the receiver on the
Dragunov SVD. The scope is full metal construction and has 4x26 magnification.
Ref. 16824

Scopes
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Scope, 3.5-10x50E,advanced scope

This top of the line variable powered Sniper scope features magnification
that can be adjusted within 3.5x-10x. It has adjustable fast focus eye-bells
for fine-tuned focusing, and an parallax adjustment dial for focusing on
distances from 20 meters to infinity, ideal for airsoft. Large finger dials,
allows quick no-tool windage and elevation adjustments. The Mil-dot
reticle allows easy aim compensation for fast follow up shots. The reticle
is electro-illuminated in either red or green, and has 5 different brightness
settings, providing visibility under any light conditions.
Included Ø30x20x21mm mounts, sets the scope close to the bore, giving
a low profile and better accuracy. Ideal for long range sniping or pinpoint
target shooting.
Features:
• Fully coated lenses
• Mil-dot reticle illuminated in Red/Green with Multiple brightness setting
• Fast focus eyebell
• Scope caps included
• Parallax-free at 100 yards
• Water proof, fog proof and shock proof
• Matt black coating
Ref. 17226

Dot sights
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Strike Systems Pro Optics
– Dot sights
30 mm dot sight, red/green,
with mount

Sleek low profile 30mm dot sight constructed in
anodized aluminum with a sun visor that reduces
solar glare for a clear sight picture in bright
conditions. It features a highly visible red/green
illuminated dot with a variable intensity brightness dial, as well as fully adjustable windage
and elevation. It can be used on any Airsoft gun
with a 21 mm standard rail. The button type battery is store in an easily accessible compartment.
With screw off caps that protects the windage
and elevation dials.

Dot sight, red/green,
with 21mm mount

Rugged 30m red-dot sight constructed in anodized aluminum with a black rubberized coating,
featuring a highly visible dual color “Dot in
Circle” reticle with 5-level adjustable brightness,
as well as fully adjustable windage and elevation. It can be used on any Airsoft gun with an
21 mm standard rail, and if mounted on a M4/
AR15 its height is perfectly centered allowing
unobstructed use of the fixed sights.
Ref. 17387

Ref. 17532

Dot sight, red, Ø30mm
with mount ring

This 30m red-dot sight is constructed in black
anodized aluminum, and features adjustable
brightness as well as fully adjustable windage
and elevation. The 2 button type batteries are
stored in an easily accessible compartment.
The screw off caps that protects windage, elevation and the battery compartment are connected
via a retention strap to prevent losing the caps
in the field. Front and rear flip-up lens covers
are included and protects the lenses during maneuvering, but quickly flip out of the way when
needed. Uses CR2032 type battery.
Ref. 17357

Dot sight, MP5/G3, red/green

Great looking dot sight for MP5 or G3 styled
replicas. The dot sight is a full metal construction
and the red/green dot has brightness control.
The mounting hooks fit perfectly on your MP5
or G3 upper receivers mounting points. Uses
CR2032 type battery.
Ref. 16931

Dot sights

Dot sight, red

This multi red holo-sight has 4 different
dots to choose from, easily changeable on the
rear selector. Each dot selection can be adjusted
to 7 different intensity levels. The dot sight has
integrated 21 mm picatinny/weaver rail mount
that fits most rifles and pistols. The front facing
lens is coated with an anti glare reflection. 22 x
33 mm, 21 mount. Uses CR2032 type battery.
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Dot sight, red/green

This Low profile dot sight allows either a green
or red dot to be projected into the lens. It has
integrated fixed sights as back up. The dot sight
has a 21 mm rail-mount.
Uses CR2032 type battery.

Ref. 15099
Ref. 17129

Dot sight, red

Red dot sight with manual on/off button at the
rear facing end. The diameter of the objective
lens is 20-30mm and the total length of the dot
sight is 120mm. The dot sight comes with integrated mount for picatinny/weaver rails.
20x30 mm, 21 mm mount. Uses CR2032 type
battery.
Ref. 15101

Dot sight, red Ø40mm

Classic Classic styled dot sight with a 40mm lens
diameter. It features 11 insensitivity settings
and the illuminated dot has both windage and
elevation adjustment. The front facing lens is
Anti-glare reflective coated. The integrated 21
mm mount allows you to mount the dot sight
on standard picatinny/weaver rails without using any further accessories. Uses CR2032 type
battery.
Ref. 11097

Dot sight, red Ø30mm

Classic styled dot sight with a lens diameter of
30mm. It features 11 intensitivity settings and
the illuminated dot has both windage and elevation adjustment. The integrated 21 mm mount
allows you to mount the dot sight on standard
picatinny/weaver rails. Uses CR2032 type battery.
Ref. 11096

Dot sights
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Strike Systems Pro Optics
– Advanced dot sights
Dot sight, advanced 552, red/green

The 552 advanced dot sight is well constructed in
metal and hard plastic. It features a rear-facing
keypad, with on/off and controls for changing
the color of the reticle, red or green, as well
as adjusting the brightness of the reticle. Fully adjustable windage and elevation. The sight has an
simple screw-on locking system that enables you
to mount it on any standard picatinny/weaver
rails. Uses "AAA" type batteries.
Color: Black

Dot sight, advanced 553, red/green

This advanced dot sight is made in metal and
hard plast. You can chose between a red or green
reticules. Furthermore the intensity of the colours
can be adjusted thanks to the rear-facing keypad.
The sight has an integrated quick-mount
locking system that that enables you to
mount it on standard picatinny/weaver
rails. Uses "AAA" type batteries.
Color: Black

Ref. 17188
Ref. 16058

Dot sight, advanced 552, red/green

The 552 advanced dot sight is well constructed in
metal and hard plastic. It features a rear-facing
key-pad, with on/off and controls for changing
the color of the reticle, red or green, as well
as adjusting the brightness of the reticle. Fully
adjustable windage and elevation. The two AAA
batteries are stored in an easily accessible compartment that is securely lock by a lever, allowing
fast and easy change of batteries should it be
necessary. Uses "AAA" type batteries.
Color: Tan

Dot sight, advanced 551, red/green

Full metal construction with both red and green
dot adjustments. This is a compact version
of its bigger brother, the 553 (item 16058).
The 551 comes with 21mm integrated
mount and fits perfect on an AR15 styled
rifle or another airsoft gun with
waiver rail. Uses "AG 13" type batteries
Color: Black
Ref. 16833

Ref. 17189

Tactical light, 3W
Incl. switch

3 watt tactical LED light that gives 150 lumen.
This compact light is shockproof and due to the
o-ring seals, waterproof. The light is switched
on either with a button switch placed handy
on the rear or with the accompanying pressure
switch. The remote pressure switch can easily
be detached if not needed. The tactical light has
an integrated picatinny/weaver rail mount and
fits perfectly under your pistol or on the side of
your rifle. The light uses 2xCR123A type batteries (ref. 16693).

Flashlight, Tactical version
Super Xenon

Super bright tactical flashlight, perfect for
pistols with low picatinny/weaver rail. The light
can quickly be switched on and off on the rear
facing part. The flashlight is supplied with a belt
clip, where the light can be held when not
mounted on a pistol. The tactical
flashlight uses 2xCR123A type
batteries (ref. 16693).
Ref. 16085

Ref. 16076

Laser/light w/mount

Laser, CZ75 and Duty series

Compact rail mounted laser. Designed to fit
CZ75 series and STI Duty one. Rugged lightweight construction, slides on easily, and stays
tightly locked on with the aid of a retention
spring. The laser is fully adjustable for windage
and elevation and features an ambidextrous on/
off switch that can be activated by either the
shooting or non-shooting hand. Rail at the bottom of the laser allows mounting of additional
equipment like a tactical light.
Uses 2xAG 13 type batteries.
Ref. 17184

Lights, lasers
& mounts

Lights, lasers & mounts

Combination light/laser, especially suited for
pistols. Fits rifles with weaver rail. Operated
via tail switch. It is possible to have only light
or laser activated. Easy fast detachable
mount, allows to quickly mount
the light/laser on the handgun
when needed. Uses "AAA"
type batteries
Ref. 15927

L egion, B&T, 5W,
incl. switch and mount

Compact flashlight with integrated picatinny/
weaver mount. The head of the device can be
switched to sport either a flashlight or a laser
unit. Uses 3xCR123A type batteries (ref. 16693).
Ref. 16301
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Flash Light
Incl. mount and switch

A small handy flashlight that comes with two
different mounts. One mount that fits a standard picatinny/weaver rail and one mount that
allows you to fit the light on a rifle barrel ex.
M4. The flashlight comes with a remote pressure switch to turn the light on. Uses CR123A
type batteries.
Ref. 15186

Multifunction
LED flashlight w/mount

Multifunction LED flashlight with 3 modes of
operation, full power, low power or strobe effect. Can be mounted on most airsoft guns with
rails. Included is 2 special mounts, both lets you
quickly click the flashlight on or off. A belt mount
that keeps the flashlight on the belt either for
transport or to provide hands-free light, it can
rotate 360 degree. A Handle bar mount lets the
flashlight be mounted on a bike.
Ref. 16927

Mount, scope riser

Originally designed for the AR15 type Airsoft
guns, this mounts on-top of the receiver rail and
provides a 25mm higher rail for lifting any aiming
devices like a red-dot sight higher, making it
more comfortable for shooters wearing
full face masks

Mount base, M14

Rail mount for M14 type airsoft guns. Provides a
top-rail for mounting scopes or dot-sights. Easily
screws onto the side of the receiver.
Made of metal.
Ref. 16350

Metal mount base, MP5/G3 series

Rail mount for MP5 and G3 type airsoft guns. It
attaches on top of the receiver and provides a
top rail for mounting any aiming device
desired as well as a side rail for
lights or laser. It also allows
the use of the fixed
sights as back-up.

Ref. 17386
Ref. 16075

Low profile mount
for MP5 & G3 Series

Scope mount base that fits on top of G3 and
MP5 type airsoft guns. It clamps on to the upper
receiver and provides a low profile base to mount
optical sights like Red dot or telescopic sights.
Ref. 16354

M16 metal mount base M15/M16/M4

Scope mount base, fits on the top of the standard
carry handle on AR15 type airsoft guns like the
M4, M15 and M16. Allows the mounting of optical sights like red dot or telescopic sights.
The extra height the sights are mounted over the
airsoft gun, makes it comfortable to use the
sights while wearing full face masks
Ref. 1
 6323

Mount, AK & SVD series

Rail mount for AK style airsoft guns, it attaches
to the side-bracket on Dragunov SVD, and SLR105
and other models. And provides a standard 21mm
rail for mounting scopes or Dot-sights.
Ref. 16347

Lights, lasers
& mounts

Mount, Tri-rail

Special mounting ring with three 21mm short
rails on top and sides. Allowing additional accessories like lasers or lights to be attached. Fits
onto any 21mm rail, and can hold either 25mm or
30mm scopes/dot-sights, thanks to the included
spacers.

Mount rings, Ø 30x20x21

Set of 2 high rings, keeps the scope high on the
airsoft gun. Suitable for scopes with large
diameter front-lenses. Allows the use of
the fixed sights, when using a smaller
diameter scope.
Ref. 15098

Ref. 17144
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Offset sight, 30mm

One-piece mount intended for lightweight
30mm scopes or Dot-sights. Keeps the scope/
Dot-sight higher of the rails, for fast aiming.
Holds scope/Dot-sight in one wide-body ring.
Fits scopes and dot-sights with a 30mm (1,2 in.)
body. Mounts on 21 mm rails.
Ref. 15973

Mount rings, Ø 25,4x20x11

Mount rings, Ø 25,4x6x21

Ref. 15070

Ref. 14035

Set of 2 low-profile rings each with 2 screws.
Keeps scope or dot-sight close to the rail.
Intended for mounting on airguns.
Fits scopes and dot-sights with a 25.4mm (1 in.)
body. Mounts on 11 mm rails.

Set of 2 Wide but low-profile rings each with 2
screws. Keeps scope or dot-sight close to the rail.
Fits scopes and dot-sights with a 25.4mm (1 in.)
body. Mounts on 21 mm rails.
Height between scope and rail, 6mm (0,3 in.)

Offset sight, 30mm

One-piece mount intended for 30mm scopes or
Dot-sights. Keeps the scope/Dot-sight higher of
the rails, for fast aiming.
Fits scopes and dot-sights with a 30mm (1,2 in.)
body. Mounts on 21 mm rails.
Ref. 16305

High mount rings, Ø25,4x20x21mm

Set of 2 high rings, keeps the scope high on the
airsoft gun. Suitable for scopes with large diameter front-lenses. Allows the use of the fixed
sights, when using a smaller diameter scope.
Fits scopes and dot-sights with a 25.4mm (1 in.)
body. Mounts on 21 mm rails.
Height between scope and rail, 20mm (0,8 in.)
Ref. 11865

Mount rings, Ø 25,4x6x21

Set of 2 low-profile rings each with 4 screws.
Keeps scope or dot-sight close to the rail.
Fits scopes and dot-sights with a 25.4mm (1 in.)
body. Mounts on 21 mm rails.
Height between scope and rail, 6mm (0,3 in.).
Ref. 16324

Mount ring laser/flashlight

Mounting brackets that holds a laser or flashlight on a barrel, or side of scope. Self adjusting.
Ref. 16322

Accessories

R.I.S. , R.A.S.
Handguards & Bipods
Detachable
front and rear flip-up sight
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Detachable flip-up sights with fiber optic illumination. These sights feature a low profile and
when folded down they stay clear of the optical
sights, they are spring loaded and a large easy
accessible button releases them. They have fully
adjustable windage and elevation. The fiber optic
illumination provides a fast sight picture in low
light conditions. Fits any 21mm rail.

Rail mount, G18C, metal
Ref. 16353

Rail mount, CZ, Steyr & STI

Lightweight universal reail mount that fits
CZ 75D Compact models, the Steyr M9-A1
and the STI Duty.

Ref. 17275
Ref. 15926

Rubbergrip for pistol
Standard front grip for R.I.S.

A standard front-grip easily mounted on most
21mm rail systems.

A rubber grip sleeve, that fits on many different
handguns grips and provides a no-slip surface
and finger groves for increased control and
comfort
Ref. 14238

Black
Tan

Ref. 17519
Ref. 17520

Rail for M15/M4		

Grip, forward, R.I.S., black

Ergonomic front-grip. Features palm
swell and finger grooves, pressure pad
pocket, and storage compartment for
batteries. Fits all 21mm rails.

Short rail section that can be mounted on the
handguard of a M15 or M4, with the included
nuts and bolts. Allows for mounting tactical
equipment like Laser aiming devices or tactical
lights. Hex key included
Ref. 16932

Ref. 15975

2-sided rail, G36C

Bipod/handgrip, fiberglass

An vertical front grip with spring loaded
bi-pod hidden inside. This removable
hand grip fits all standard 21mm rail
systems.
Ref. 15831

Short rails that can be attach to the side of G36C
type front handguards. Allows for the mounting
of tactical lights, laser aiming modules and other
equipment. 2 pcs. Hex key included
Ref. 16832

Accessories

M15/M4 sling mount plate

Ambidextrous sling mount plate designed with 3
attachment points for the NextGen Airsoft rifles
from ASG.
Ref. 17586

M15/M4 Pistolgrip, desert

This grip replaces the original black part on the
NextGen Airsoft rifles from ASG with a quality
grip in a subdued desert tan.
Ref. 17598

M15/M4 Handguard, desert

Whether you want to create an unique
looking Airsoft gun or just want to
camouflage your favorite weapon to
remain unnoticed in the field, this grip
replaces the original black part on the
NextGen Airsoft rifles from ASG with
a quality grip in a subdued desert tan.
Ref. 17599

Yellow flash hider for M15/M4
Ref. 17549

Special high-visibility bright
yellow external parts to replace
the original black parts on the
NextGen Airsoft rifles from ASG.
Intended for countries, shooting ranges and tactical training,
where rules or law dictate, to
clearly distinguish real firearms
from Airsoft guns.

Yellow handguard for M15/M4
Ref. 17546

Stock for M15/M4

Retractable stock made from fiberglass reinforced nylon that provides an authentic look
and feel while ensuring strength,
durability and comfort.
Black Ref. 17553
Desert Ref. 17600

Crane stock for M15/M4

Crane stock made from fiberglass reinforced
nylon. Designed for the NextGen Airsoft rifles
from ASG .

Yellow pistolgrip for M15/M4
Ref. 17545

Black Ref. 17554
Desert Ref. 17601

Yellow crane stock for M15/M4

Yellow stock for M15/M4

Ref. 17548

Ref. 17547
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Accessories

Tracer unit, B&T

This silencer looking tracer unit uses a compact powerful flash to charge your tracer BB's with light making
them self illuminating, and creating a tail of green light
following them as they shoot down the range.
Ref. 16794
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Universal bipod w. rail adaptor

The special pinch mount fits most sniper rifles.
Each of the adjustable legs have 6 positions
and grooved wide rubber feet. Included is an
R.I.S. mount for mounting on any 21 mm
rail. Included is a R.I.S. mount for mounting on any 21 mm rails making this a truly
versatile bi-pod.
Ref. 17424

Universal barrel mounted bipod

Barrel extension tube,
universal, metal

Fits both CZ 75D compact models
and CZ P-07 Duty models.

A slim profile barrel mounted bi-pod with
fold-able and extendable legs. It mounts
quickly on any barrel with a latch and gets
tighten in place with a tension screw for a
secure tight fit.
Ref. 17475

Ref. 15924

Bipod, metal, 230mm

Barrel extension tube,
universal, ventilated

Fits both CZ 75D compact models
and CZ P-07 Duty models.

A slim profile rail mounted bi-pod with foldable and extendable legs. It mounts with a
tension screw on the side for a secure tight
fit. Rubber anti-slip pads provides a secure
support on any surface. Fits on any 21mm rail
systems.
Ref. 15832

Ref. 15925

Bipod AW .308
Barrel extension tube,
CZ 75D Compact/P07, STI

This innovation barrel extension tube may appear
as a sound suppressor, but due to the spring
mounted inner-barrel, it actually extends the
inner-barrel, resulting in increased BB velocity.
Silver
Black

Ref. 17352
Ref. 17353

A professional looking bi-pod with foldable and
extendable legs for the AW .308 Airsoft sniper
rifles. It features a quick-mount via a steel pin
that slides in the front of the handguard. Rubber anti-slip pads provides a secure support
on any surface. This is a must have equipment for the AW .308 Airsoft sniper rifles.
Ref. 16793

Barrel extension tube, HUSH XL, universal, long

Designed especially for the Sportline snipers SSG 69 P2 and the
AW .308. This Barrel extension tube will greatly enhance the look
on any rifle. This Barrel extension tube will greatly enhance the look on
any rifle, the adaptor included allows it to be attached to any inside or
outside 14mm ccw threading making this tube fit practically any Airsoft
gun with threading.
Ref. 17593

The HERA-ARMS CPE (Conversion Pistol Extension) is a simple
to use pistol housing that allows
users to place optical sights,
lasers, flashlights and other
weaver rail accessories on their
weapon.
•	1911 pistol style compatible
• Easy installation of stock
tube
• Quad rail system
Green Ref. 17486
Black Ref. 17485

Stock tube, M15/M4, black
Ref. 17645

Retractable stock, M15/M4, black
Ref. 17553

Safety
and tactical gear

Strike Systems
– Safety & tactical gear
Protective glasses, Sport
adjustable temples
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Stylish adjustable ergonomic design, with ventilation
in frame and nose bridge, that provides comfortable
protection with full peripheral vision.
The yellow and clear lenses enhances contrast, and
lets you see the target clearly. The black lense is best
suited for bright environments.
The glasses are CE certified – your guarantee for safe
reliable protection.
Yellow
Clear
Black

Ref. 17005
Ref. 17006
Ref. 17007

Protective glasses

Well constructed wraparound design, that offers comfortable protection with full peripheral
vision. Tight fitted temple arms with strong
hinges, keep the them snugly on your head during vigorous activity.
The glassesare CE certified, your guarantee for
safe reliable protection.
Clear
Yellow

Ref. 17004
Ref. 17003

Display for protective glasses
Large display mount to show Strike Systems
protective eye-wear in the store.
• Mirror surface.
• Holds 5 models.
• Text explaining CE certifications
and other features
Ref. 17015

Safety
and tactical gear

Protective glasses
Tactical

A stylish ergonomic design, with ventilation in frame
and nose bridge, that provides comfortable protection
with good field of view.Removable elastic headband
with quick lock, keeps the glasses on during vigorous
activities. The glasses are padded for comfort and
fitted with a clear lens for general use. They are CE
certified, your guarantee for safe reliable protection.
Ref. 17008

Grid mask, black

Superior ventilation and protection.
This metal gridmask covers the lower
face and features fully adjustable upper
and lower elastic straps as well as rear retention
web insert, that keeps the straps in place on
the head. The mask follows the contours of the
face and allows easy shouldering of any rifle, so
the mask doesn't get in the way of a clear sight
picture. The metal mesh can be adjusted for a
perfect fit. Must be used with safety goggles.
Ref. 17316

Protective mask
Tactical

A stylish slim profile ergonomic design, with anti-fog
thermal lens, provides comfortable protection with full
peripheral vision. Easy adjustable elastic headband
with quick lock, keeps the glasses on during game
action. They are CE certified, your guarantee for safe
reliable protection.
Ref. 17009

Advanced combat goggles
3/color kit

Impact resistant goggle system. The goggle system allows quick lens changes to match lighting conditions.
whether moving in bright sunlight or sneaking in the
dark the goggles can be set up to give optimal visual
performance. Included is 3 interchangeable lenses,
the base frame, and both elastic strap and temples,
all in a handy nylon pouch that can be easily
attached to a belt or tactical vest.
Ref. 17273

Grid mask

A slim profile design and soft frame provides
comfortable protection. The slim-fit face
protection lets you shoulder your weapon comfortable. The mask can be worn with prescription
glasses. Easy adjustable elastic headband, keeps
the mask on during game action.
Black

Ref. 15173
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ActionSportGames®
supplies DYE masks for
the Airsoft communities

Goggle, Switch EL

The Switch EL™ system comes standard with a solid one piece face mask
and a single pane fog resistant lens. Additionally, the lens is treated with
an exterior hard coat for abrasion resistance. The Switch™ EL™ system is
available in Black and Woodland Camo.
Black
Woodland

Ref. 17190
Ref. 17191

Goggle, ProtoSwitch FS
The ProtoSwitch™ FS System comes standard with an advanced triodial
anti-fog clear lens and a co-molded combination density mask for flex
under play. Sleek adjustable shade visor comes standard. The ProtoSwitch™ FS System is available in Black and Camo.

Black
Woodland

Ref. 17192
Ref. 17193

Goggle, DYE i4, thermal, black

Designed with the Professional in mind, the i4 goggle system provides you
comfort, rigidity and lightweight protection with our one piece, dual injected mask. The comfortable, ergonomic, low profile mask not only allows
you to sight closer to your airsoftgun, but also allows freedom of movement
with its lightweight design. The small, compact, lightweight design of the i4
will almost allow you to forget you are even wearing a mask at all.
Black

Ref. 17209

See the full range of DYE masks on our website!
www.actionsportgames.com

The Original, Covert (all black)

Designed and manufactured to take on the
toughest tasks you can throw at it, the Original
Glove provides a winning combination of
versatility and performance.
Size M Ref. 17041
Size L Ref. 17042

The Original, Coyote

The Clarino Synthetic Leather palm and fingertips extends the life of the glove while the Thermal Plastic Rubber hook and loop cuff closure
and two-way stretch Spandex top provides a
perfect fit.
Size M Ref. 17046
Size L Ref. 17047

M-Pact, Covert

A glove that absorbs punishment so your hands
don’t. The M-PACT Glove has been designed
with an anatomically engineered direct injection
molded rib panels placed over the knuckles and
backhand guard against and abrasion
Size M Ref. 17071
Size L Ref. 17072

M-Pact, Coyote

Anatomically mapped die-cut EVA foam palm
pads for improved protection. For exceptional
performance the glove gives you tapered finger
stretch side panels and a Spandex stretch panel
at the thumb.
Size M Ref. 17076
Size L Ref. 17077

THE RIGHT TOOL
FOR THE MISSION

M-Pact 3, Covert

M-PACT 3 glove, all-around heavy duty protection. A Kevlar molded knuckle for superior
protection. Impact-absorbing, molded thermal
plastic rubber finger protection, along with an
anatomically shaped multilayer synthetic
leather palm with EVA interior foam padding.
Size M Ref. 17091
Size L Ref. 17092

The Original, Woodland

Designed and manufactured to take on the
toughest tasks you can throw at it, the Original
Glove provides a winning combination of versatility and performance
Size M Ref. 17051
Size L Ref. 17052

Fasvtfit, Black

With improved contours for a better fit, the
FastFit Glove is the tool to use for everyday
jobs. The glove incorporates a Clarino Synthetic
Leather palm, that is comfortable, breathable
and durable
Size M Ref. 17066
Size L Ref. 17067

safety
and tactical gear

Strike Systems
– tactical gear
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Black/grey gloves

Strike Systems entry level glove provides comfortable protection. This glove incorporates a
synthetic suede palm, that is comfortable with
reinforced areas for added durability. Two-way
stretch back provides an exceptional fit. Soft and
flexible padded panels adds protection from B.B.
impact.
Size M
Size L
Size XL

Ref. 12527
Ref. 12528
Ref. 15353

Halffinger leather gloves

Strike Systems half-finger leather glove.
A molded plastic shield over, part of the fingers,
knuckle and back of hand, that provides superior
protection from BB impacts, with half-finger
design to allow better grip and manipulation of
your gear. Ventilated top, keeps you cool during
activities. A soft leather grip with thin padding in
the palm, this glove provides comfortable unsurpassed protection and unhindered dexterity
Size M
Size L

Ref. 12533
Ref. 12534

Safety
and tactical gear
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Leather gloves

A molded plastic shield over fingers, knuckle and
back of hand, that provides superior protection
from BB impacts, with ventilated top to keep
you cool during activities. This glove provides
comfortable unsurpassed protection.
Size M
Size L

Ref. 12530
Ref. 12531

Tactical Assault, black/desert gloves
Strike Systems Tactical Assault glove.
A Kevlar molded knuckle protection glove that
provides moderate protection from BB impacts,
while being ventilation to keep you cool during
activities. With soft suede leather grip and
reinforced-panels in the palm, this glove allows
flexible, comfortable gun handling, while being
durable and reliable.
Desert Size L
Desert Size XL
Black Size L
Black Size XL

Ref. 15967
Ref. 15968
Ref. 16022
Ref. 16023

Safety
and tactical gear
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Tactical Infantry black

One vest to hold all your gear. STRIKE SYSTEMS® INFANTRY vest hold up to
8 mags for your AEG. Its zippered front and drawstring side adjustments,
makes it easy to take on and adjust, as well as loosening it between plays,
to get you back in the action fast. Durable but still soft nylon makes it
comfortable to wear.
• Front pouches with Velcro and snap button closure.
• D-rings on shoulder for accessory attachment.
• Easily adjustable shoulder straps.
• Fast drawstring side adjustment.
Will hold M4/M16/AK/M15/G36 and similar magazines.
Ref. 11074

Black

Tactical SWAT black/OD green

One vest to hold all your gear. STRIKE SYSTEMS® SWAT vest holds up to 4
mags for your AEG, as well as your side arm with extra mags. Its zippered
front and drawstring side adjustments, makes it easy to take on and adjust,
as well as loosening it between plays, to get you back in the action fast.
• Abrasion and water resistant nylon exterior construction.
• 1 Large zippered pouch on back.
• Easily adjustable shoulder straps.
Will hold M4/M16/AK/M15/G36 and similar magazines
Black
OD green

Black

Ref. 11073
Ref. 15238

OD green

Speedloader pouch
for Dan Wesson cartridges

Small pouch for handy safekeeping of the
speedloader for all the Dan Wesson Revolvers.
Ref. 17632

See the full descriptions of our tactical equipment on www.actionsportgames.com

Safety
and tactical gear

Molle, Full set
OD green/Tan/Multi cam

A Top of the line product for the serious Airsoft
player. This full set MOLLE vest has everything
you need to get started. With the ingenious
attachment system – add and place any type of
MOLLE pouches anywhere you prefer, for a completely customizable vest. The removable padded panels that simulate body armor, protects
from hard hits, and can be removed to make it
lighter and cooler to wear. The fully adjustable
elastic side panels lets you wear the vest close
to the body while allowing you to breathe and
move unrestricted.
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Black		
Ref. 16795
OD green		Ref. 15839
Tan
Ref. 15838
Multi cam
Ref. 15840

Black

Tan

OD green

Multicam

Pouch, magazine dumper

Dump pouch, MOLLE compatible. Large pouch to
quickly dump your empty magazines into. With
the ingenious attachment system, ad and place
this pouch anywhere you prefer, on your belt or
MOLLE vest.
Black
Tan
OD green

Black

Tactical Recon, black/tan/OD green

Lightweight tactical vest for all your gear, made from breathable mesh
to keep you cool and comfortable. STRIKE SYSTEMS® RECON vest hold
up to 6 mags for your AEG, as well as your side arm with extra mags. Its
zippered front and quick pull webbing side adjustments, makes it easy to
take on and adjust, as well as loosening it between plays, to get you back
in the action fast.
• Lightweight nylon mesh construction.
• No slip rubber shoulder rest.
Will hold M4/M16/AK/M15/G36 and similar magazines.
Black
Tan
OD green

Ref. 15412
Ref. 17026
Ref. 16167

Large black

Ref. 17369

Black

Tan

OD green

Ref. 17557
Ref. 15612
Ref. 15613

Tan

OD green

Safety
and tactical gear

Strike Systems
– tactical gear

Thigh holster, STI, CZ, Steyr, Bersa

A fully adjustable thigh holster, with mag pouch.
The rigid height adjustable strap with side release
buckle, lets you place the holster exactly in the
ideal position, for a fast draw. Double retention
strap keeps the gun securely in the holster during
the most rigorous activities. The side release
buckles lets you take it on or off quickly.
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Black
Black, left
Tan
OD green

Thigh holster, P226, G26 & P99

A fully adjustable thigh holster, with mag pouch.
The rigid height adjustable strap with side release
buckle, lets you place the holster exactly in the
ideal position, for a fast draw. Double
retention strap keeps the gun securely
in the holster during the most rigorous
activities. The side release buckles lets
you take it on or off quickly.
Ref. 11085

Ref. 11968
Ref. 17320
Ref. 17023
Ref. 17319

Black

Black

Tan

OD green

Thigh holster, MK23 socom, DE50

A fully adjustable thigh holster, with mag pouch.
The rigid height adjustable strap, lets you place
the holster exactly in the ideal position, for a
fast draw. Large protective flap keeps the gun
securely in the holster during the most
rigorous activities. The side release buckles
lets you open it quickly.
Black

Black

Thigh holster, quick release,
various models

Fully adjustable thigh holster, with quick release
system. The rigid height adjustable strap with side
release buckle, lets you place the holster exactly in
the ideal position, for a fast draw. An extra bungy
retention strap keeps the gun securely in the
holster during the most rigorous activities. The side
release buckles lets you take it on or off quickly.
OD green

OD green

Ref. 17321

Ref. 11966

Thigh holster, MK23 socom, DE50

A fully adjustable thigh holster, with mag pouch.
The rigid height adjustable strap, lets you place
the holster exactly in the ideal position, for a
fast draw. Double retention strap keeps the gun
securely in the holster during the most rigorous
activities. The side release buckles
lets you take it on or off quickly
Black

Black

Ref. 11969

Safety
and tactical gear

Thigh holster, MP5K, M11, MP7, Vz61

Thigh rig with Pistol holster and two submachine
gun mag pouches.
Fully adjustable thigh rig. With an ingenious
attachment system, ad and place any type of
MOLLE pouches anywhere you prefer, for a
completely customizable platform. The height
adjustable strap with side release buckle, lets
you place the rig exactly in the ideal position, for
a fast access to your equipment. The side release
buckles lets you take it on/off quickly. Included
are a dual magazine pouch for long slim mags,
and a Tactical Multi Gun Holster that is adjustable in every way possible. Especially designed
for pistols with light/laser attachments or small
submachine guns like the Scorpion, M11 or MP9.
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Ref. 15382

Black

Belt holster, quick release,
various models

Pistol holster, with quick release system. The rigid
holster protects your sidearm and hold it securely
yet allows for a fast draw when necessary. An
extra elastic retention strap keeps the gun securely
in the holster during the most rigorous activities,
and snaps out of the way when released.
Strong webbing lets the holster fit all belt sizes,
and stays firmly in place. This holster can also be
fitted on a MOLLE compatible panel or vest.
Black

Ref. 16284

Black

Thigh holster, quick release,
various models
Fully adjustable thigh holster, with quick release
system. The rigid height adjustable strap with side
release buckle, lets you place the holster exactly
in the ideal position, for a fast draw. An extra
bungy retention strap keeps the gun securely in the
holster during the most rigorous activities. The side
release buckles lets you take it on or off quickly.
Ref. 16285

Black

Safety
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Belt holster, MK23/DE 50AE

Pistol belt holster with mag pouch. This holster can
quickly be changed for either left or right handed
players. Retention strap with push button snaps
open for a fast draw. A additional safety strap
keeps the gun securely in the holster during the
most rigorous activities.
Black

Ref. 11964

Belt holster, STI, CZ, Steyr, Bersa

Pistol belt holster with mag pouch. This holster can
quickly be changed for either left or right handed
players. Retention strap with push button snaps
open for a fast draw. A additional safety strap
keeps the gun securely in the holster during the
most rigorous activities.
Black
Tan
OD green

Black

Belt holster,
Dan Wesson 6" & 8"

This form-molded belt holster is designed
especially for the Dan Wesson revolver series.
To ensure a perfect fit for the most powerful
Airsoft handgun, the holster has been molded
to fit the contours of the revolver, making the
holster display clear outlines of the gun. A soft
inner lining protects the finish on your gun. For
right-handed draw.

Ref. 11963
Ref. 17018
Ref. 17019

Tan

Belt holster,
Dan Wesson 2.5" & 4"

OD green

This form-molded belt holster is designed especially for the Dan Wesson revolver series.
To ensure a perfect fit for the most powerful
Airsoft handgun, the holster has been molded
to fit the contours of the revolver, making the
holster display clear outlines of the gun. A soft
inner lining protects the finish on your gun. For
right-handed draw.

Ref. 17350
Ref. 17349

Designed especially for Dan Wesson Revolvers.
Shoulder holster for revolvers with 2 speed loader pouches. Size is fully adjustable allowing you to wear the holster concealed or overtly. This holster can
quickly be changed for either left or right handed players. Retention strap with
push button snaps open for a fast draw. A additional safety strap keeps the
gun securely in the holster during the most rigorous activities.
Black

Ref. 16494

Safety
and tactical gear

Shoulder holster, revolver
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Shoulderholster, STI, CZ, STEYR

Shoulder holster with mag pouch. Padded mesh
shoulder panels allows the body to breathe for
maximum comfort. Size is fully adjustable allowing
you to wear the holster concealed or overtly.
This holster can quickly be changed for either
left or right handed players. Retention strap
with push button snaps open for a fast
draw. A additional safety strap keeps the
gun securely in the holster during the
most rigorous activities.
Black

Ref. 11965

Safety
and tactical gear

Belt

This professional equipment belt is reinforced
with padded edges and gives a solid base on
which to mount your gear, guns and magazines.
A sturdy side-release buckle keeps the belt
securely on you, during vigorous activities. The
backside has soft nylon loops to mate
with velcro.
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Ref. 11960

Black

Airsoftrifle, sling
w. 10 gunshell bands

This 2 Point Tactical Slings is simple, versatile,
and affordable, a truly functional sling which
works. This Tactical Sling is made from heavy
duty webbing which is durable, yet comfortable, and features elastic bands to hold up to
10 shells, for your shotgun.
Ref. 11977

Black

Lanyard

Secure your sidearm, with this lanyard. It attaches to your belt
with a Velcro retention strap and to your sidearm with a metal
carabiner. An expandable spiral cable will prevent the loss of your
airsoft gun, even during the most intense manoeuvrings on the
playing field.
Ref. 16781
Ref. 16782

Black
Tan

Cartridge holder, for stock

This Tactical shell holder is made from heavy
duty webbing which is durable, and features
elastic bands to hold up to 6 shells, for mounting
on your shotgun stock. Fits most shotguns with
full stock.
Ref. 11978

Black

Tan
Black

This 1-point tactical sling is simple, and affordable, a truly functional sling which works. The
sling is made from heavy duty webbing with
a rubber shoulder pad which is durable, yet
comfortable.
Ref. 16916
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Black

Rifle sling, 1-point, trooper

This 1-point sling permits the shooter to
drop the weapon and let it hang downward
while still attached to the body. This sling design
is best suited for short-term tactical use. A
single-point sling is only worn in one way, and
cannot provide the same degree of long-term
anti-fatigue weight support as other slings.
Black
OD green
Tan

Black

Ref. 15497
Ref. 15085
Ref. 17024

OD green

Tan

Bungee sling, desert

A long gun without a sling is like a handgun
without a holster, choosing a sling that fits your
mission needs, will greatly enhance your handling of the Airsoft gun, and give an authentic
and professional look. This 1 Point Tactical Sling
is simple, and affordable, a truly functional sling
which works.
Black
OD green
Desert/tan

Ref. 16190
Ref. 17322
Ref. 17643

Black

OD green

Safety
and tactical gear

Sling, MP9, GL-06

Tan

Safety
and tactical gear
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Bungee sling, 2-point

This 2 Point Tactical Sling is simple, versatile,
and affordable. The sling is made from
heavy duty webbing which is durable, yet
comfortable. With 2 elastic bungee to keep
the Airsoft gun close to the body but still
be able to handle it.The sling fits most
Airsoft guns.
Ref. 16936

Black

Rifle sling, tactical, 3-point, trooper

The advantages of the three-point sling are that
it functions more like a harness and is therefore
strapped to the shooter. This allows the shooter
to release the weapon to use his/her hands for
other tasks (such as transitioning to a sidearm)
without fear of dropping it on the ground since it
will remain hanging from the shooter and easily
accessible when needed again.
Black
Tan

Black

Ref. 15084
Ref. 17025

Tan

Bungee sling,

Choosing a sling that fits your mission needs,
will greatly enhance your handling of the Airsoft
gun. This 1 Point Tactical Sling is simple, and
affordable, a truly functional sling which works.
It is made from heavy duty webbing which is
durable, yet comfortable. An elastic retention
strap provides a tight fit with enough give, to
move the Airsoft gun around, and some shock
absorption if the the gun is dropped to the side.
Black
Ref. 16190
OD green Ref. 17322

Black

OD green

Black CZ plastic box

This CZ plastic box will fit the CZ 75 P-07,
CZ 75 D Compact and the CZ SP-01 Shadow
CO2/gas pistols.
Ref. 17381

Black Dan Wesson plastic box
This Dan Wesson plastic box will fit
any of the Dan Wesson CO2 revolvers.
Ref. 17365

Carry cases

Strike Systems
– carry cases

Airsoftrifle case, black

Protect your Airsoft gun in transport and storage, with a STRIKE SYSTEMS® padded weapon
case. Constructed from abrasion and water
resistant nylon, padded with closed cell foam
which takes the shock and will not absorb moisture or water. Closed by dual heavy duty nylon
zippers, with pull cords. This case features 2 zippered accessory pockets, the largest has elastic
retention straps to hold magazines securely in
place.
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½” lining, 119x25 cm		
1” lining, 115x30 cm

Ref. 11970
Ref. 11980

Airsoftrifle case black

Closed by dual heavy duty nylon zippers, with
pull cords. On the back of the case there are 2
fully adjustable shoulder straps, allowing you
to carry the case as a backpack. The cases case
feature 2 zippered accessory pockets, and large
magazine pouches with Velcro® closures and
drainage grommets
Ref. 13689
Ref. 13690

89x30 cm
110x30 cm

Airsoftrifle case with sling, black

Ref. 13689

Unzipped, this case is totally flat and can be
used as a shooting mat. On the back of the case
there are 2 detachable shoulder straps, that can
be hidden away in a zippered
compartment, allowing you to carry the
case as a backpack. This case features 2
zippered accessory pockets, the largest
has elastic retention straps to hold
magazines securely in place
Ref. 11985

130x29cm

Price competitive carry case
Airsoftrifle case 105x32

Protect your Airsoft gun in transport and storage, with this padded weapon case. Constructed
from abrasion and water resistant Cordura nylon.
105x30cm

Ref. 17562

Carry cases

Bag for B&T MP5K, MP9 models

Protect your Airsoft gun in transport and
storage, with a STRIKE SYSTEMS® padded
weapon case. Constructed from abrasion and
water resistant nylon, padded with closed cell
foam which takes the shock and will not absorb
moisture or water. This case features a zippered
accessory pockets, and 2 magazine pouches with
Velcro® closures.
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Ref. 11087

Alu box, combination lock

Protect your Airsoft gun in transport and storage,
with a Strike Systems padded Alu case. This
reinforced case has a stylish look and offers solid
protection for the Airsoft gun. Made from durable
aluminum profiles, vinyl covered outer walls, and
lined with egg crate foam.

Plastic box, black

Protect your Airsoft gun in transport and storage,
with a Strike Systems padded plastic case. This
case has a rugged look and offers solid protection
for the Airsoft gun.

Two combination locks along with two additional
latches that can be locked with a key, lets you
secure the case quickly. Durable steel hinges with
built in lid support gives easy access to the contains. Rubber pads on back and bottom prevents
scratches.

Made from scratch resistant plastic, and lined
with egg crate foam. Dual slide locks and steel
hinge pins for extra durability.

Alu box, combination lock
15x30x40cm
13x25x121 cm
13x38x131 cm

Ref. 16550
Ref. 16551
Ref. 16552

Plastic box, black
6x15x23 cm
9x23x46 cm
7x18x29 cm
10x25x98 cm
10x25x125 cm
12x29x117 cm

Ref. 14212
Ref. 14213
Ref. 14215
Ref. 14217
Ref. 14218
Ref. 15974

Batteries
and chargers
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Batteries & chargers
Batteries

7,2V 700 mAh, Scorpion Vz61/Ingram M10 (Ref. 16529/16262)
7,2V 500 mAh, CZ 99 (ref. 16492), G18C (r ef. 15919),
STI Classic (ref. 17508)
8,4V 1400mAh, NiMH, mini-U
8,4V 1400mAh, NiMH, tube
8,4V 3000mAh, NiMH
9,6V 1100mAh, NiMH
9,6V 2000mAh, NiMH, M15 SOPMOD/cranestock

Ref. 17130

3V Lithium, CR2032, 5 pcs.
3V Lithium, CR123A, 1 pcs. (ref. 16301)
1.5V AG13/LR44, 10 pcs.

Ref. 16692
Ref. 16693
Ref. 16694

Ref. 17016
Ref. 15087
Ref. 15088
Ref. 14713
Ref. 15089
Ref. 15200

Ref. 14713

Ref. 15088

Ref. 15089
Ref 15200

PEQ battery box, for 21mm rail

This external battery box allows high capacity batteries to be connected to Airsoft guns
with limited internal space, like submachine
guns and short carbines with folding stocks,
while keeping the appearance of a real weapon.
Made to look like a military laser targeting
device known as AN/PEQ2 this box is mounted
onto any 21mm rail system and can hold a large
capacity battery.
Ref. 17581

Fits in most M4/M15 front grips
Ref. 15087

Charger, 4-10 cells
900-1800 mAh

Compact self-adjustable auto-stop wall charger
for NiCd/NiMH battery packs. The electronics
protects your battery, and optimizes its lifespan
and performance. Uses up to 1000 mAh to
charge 4 to 8 cell-packs (4.8V to 9.6V) and is
protected against short-circuits.
The charger features a small Tamiya plug
EU-version
UK-version

Batteries
and chargers

Auto-stop charger
for 4-8 cells, 1000 mA

Rapid charger for NiMH battery packs.
Automatically detects the number of cells to be
charged and uses 900 – 1800 mAh to charge 4
to 10 cell-packs (4.8V to 12V). Auto-stop feature
protects battery packs from overheating.
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Ref. 16035

Ref. 17620
Ref. 17621

Plugs, large/small,
male & and female incl. contact

Adapters
Large female-small male		
Large male-small female

Ref. 16763
Ref. 16764

Small		
Ref. 16765
Large		
Ref. 16766

Multi balance charger,
NimH, NiCd, LiPo, LiIon

Compact intelligent multi-balance-charger, that will charge any size of
LI-PO, LI-FE, NI-CD and NIMH Airsoft gun batteries. It will prolong the
life time of a LI-PO battery pack by ensuring that each cell in the pack
are charged to equal levels, thereby avoiding excessive strain on
individual cells. Included: Power unit, Charger unit, Tamiya
connectors, Car battery connectors.
Remember to read instructions before use.
Ref. 17205

9,9V, 1000 mAh, LI-FE

The latest in Airsoft battery technology. Li-Fe
has a longer life cycle as well as better thermal
performance (good performance in high and low
temperature) than Li-Po battery does. A 9.9V
Li-Fe has perfect voltage for high performance
Airsoft guns.
Ref. 17457
Important: A Li-Fe charger must be used, we
recommend ref. 17205.

Fuses for AEG’s
20 Amp., glas tube 5 pcs.
25 Amp., glas tube 5 pcs.
30 Amp., glas tube 5 pcs

Ref. 15273
Ref. 16176
Ref. 15527

Batteries
and chargers
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ASG´s LI-PO batteries are high performance technology
that must be handled appropriately.
Only use approved LI-P0 chargers and never use a NIHM or
NI-CD charger to charge Do not pierce the battery.
•	Do not leave the battery charging unattended.
• Do not short-circuit the battery terminals.
•	Do not allow the battery to be completely discharged.
•	Always disconnect the battery when not in use.
•	Always charge the battery before storing it away.
•	Keep the battery in a cool dry environment
during stand-by periods.
•	Protect the batteries from all kinds of impact.

Charger, LI-PO

Compact wall charger for 7.4V Li-Po battery packs.
Charges a 1000mAh battery in 90 to 120 minutes.
Auto stop and indicator LED, when battery is fully
charged.
CE-Certified.
7,4V, LI-PO
11,1V, LI-PO

Ref. 16031
Ref. 16032

7,4V, 1300mAh

This compact 7.4V Li-Po battery with its slim split-cell construction, lets
them be placed practically anywhere in a AEG, even inside stock tubes
and SOPMOD/Cranestocks. Despite its small size it still packs 1300mAh.
It comes in a handy storage box. The main reason for using a Li-Po is its
smaller size and better power efficiency. Most Li-Po batteries are about
the same size as a mini-type battery and is equal in power to a large type
NiMH battery. No need for battery slings, battery boxes, or big batteries
strapped on to guns. Li-Po is a power source for small carbines, PDW's,
SMG's, etc. that doesn't require you to spoil the look of the gun, or run the
risk of running out of power in the middle of a battle. Unlike traditional
batteries, Li-Po gives a stable Rate of Fire. Also, it is not necessary to
discharge Li-Po batteries before charging them, allowing the battery to be
charged in-between games.
1300mAh

Ref. 17206

11,1V, 1300mAh

This compact 11.1V Li-Po battery with its slim split-cell construction, allows
great flexibility in placing it inside a AEG, even inside SOPMOD/Cranestocks. Despite its small size it still packs 1300mAh. It comes in a handy
storage box.
To prolong the life of a Li-Po battery:
• Never completely discharge the battery.
• Stop using the battery the moment you hear the Rate of Fire goes down.
• Charge the battery before storage.
Ref. 17207
Important: you must use a Li-Po charger, no exceptions.

7,4V, 1000mAh

The compact size make this Li-Po battery pack perfect for
Airsoft guns that uses mini type batteries as well as custom modified
Airsoft guns and for AN/ Peq-5 boxes. It will outperform and outlast traditional 7 or 8 cell NiCad or NiMH batteries.
Ref. 17462

LiPo protection bag

We recommend charging Li-Po batteries in a flame resistant bag, as
an added safety measure, if the battery has been damaged in any
way there is a risk it could combust during charging. This bag will
prevent any damage to surrounding materials. Also great for storage. Made from flame-resistance materials.
Ref. 17544

Disclaimer

Not all AEG's are capable of handling
Li-Po batteries.. Before using Li-Po
batteries in your AEG, make sure your
Airsoft gun is 'Li-Po ready'. Use at your
own risk.

ASCU Control Unit
for gearbox version 3, GEN. 3+

The ASCU Gen.3+ (Airsoft Smart Control Unit) is
an electronic module, that makes every standard
AEG with Marui type Ver. 3 gearbox, work
exactly as the most expensive and sophisticated
Airsoft rifles. The ASCU Gen.3+ system monitors
the operation of the AEG in any time, and no
matter how fast you tap the trigger, the AEG
will always complete the full cycle, no matter if
you shoot in Semi or Full Auto mode. After each
shot or burst the piston will stop in its foremost
position

ASCU Control Unit
for gearbox version 2, GEN. 3+

The ASCU Gen.3+ (Airsoft Smart Control Unit) is
a electronic module, that makes every standard AEG with Marui type Ver. 2 gearbox, work
exactly as the most expensive and sophisticated
Airsoft rifles known as Professional Training
Weapons. The ASCU Gen.3+ will also stop the
AEG firing if any mechanical problem occurs
in the AEG, which protects the internals of the
gearbox from further damage.
The unit is easy to install in all AEG's with Ver.
2 gearbox, but should be installed by a skilled
technician.

Ref. 17635
Ref. 17534

ASHU Hop-up chamber
w. empty mag. detection

The ASHU (Airsoft Systems Hop Up) with empty
magazine detection for the ASCU Gen.3 (ref.
17534) will, when it is connected to the ASCU,
detect when the magazine is empty and will
stop the AEG from dry-firing. By operating the
bolt catch after a magazine change, firing can
resume.
Ref. 17535

ASHU Hop-up chamber
w. empty mag. detection

The same great design as the ASHU but with-out
sensor. Intended as a replacement or upgrade
part for standard Airsoft rifles.
Features:
• Precise adjustments with clicks.
•	Optimized for High-performance Hop-up
rubbers.
•	Made from shock-resistant reinforced technopolymer.
Ref. 17536

Propellant, ULTRAIR Power, 570 ml.

The ULTRAIR Power Gas from ActionSportGames A/S offers high performance within a wide temperature range. The filling valves are specially
designed and crafted in aluminum, giving a strong filling valve that does
not break or buckle when used. The filling valve very rarely leaks when
used in Airsoft guns that ensures very low waste of gas.
Ref. 14571

High grade lubricant, 220 ml,

High grade lubricant contains ultra-micro
teflon particles. These particles improve
lubrication effect on metal parts, such as
gears in the AEG.
Ref. 16286

CO2 cartridge

Each Cartridges contains 12 g of CO2, used to
power airsoft guns and airguns.

CO2 cartridges with lubricant

Make cleaning and maintaining your
CO2 gun a breeze. The new lubrication cartridges from ASG can be used
in all CO2 powered Airguns and Airsoftguns that are using a 12 g CO2
cartridge. In addition to the CO2
gas, the cartridges are also filled
with 0.8 g of silicon oil that cleans and
lubricates the valve while shooting, and at the
same time provides all moving parts of the gun
with a layer of oil that lowers friction and wear,
resulting in smooth action, consistent accuracy
and increased lifespan of all parts
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12 gr., 5 pcs Ref. 17425

Silicone oil spray, 60ml

Silicone oil spray 60ml is used to
improve functionality of magazines, hop-ups and to reduce
the chance of a BB jamming the
gun barrel. A high performance
lubricant
Ref. 14265

Degreasing spray, ULTRAIR
Removes silicone oil, grease
and thoroughly cleans parts
prior to rebuilding. It ensures
complete removal of all oil and
grease deposits etc. and will
not harm painted or chromed
surfaces. Multi purpose cleaner
that is safe on all metals, most
plastics and paints – a must if
you are rebuilding gearboxes.
Ref. 16136

Accessories

Magazine style BB container,
1200 BBs
High Cap Speed Loader
M15/M4, 400BB

Shaped like an AK style magazine this large BB
container will fit most magazine pouches. It
stores a massive 1200 bb’s

Ref. 17360

Ref. 17476

Magazine BB loader

Paracord survival bracelet

Originally developed to meet the needs of the
military and the security sector, the Paracord
survival bracelet has found use as a fashion
statement. Its compact size model is made of
a 4m long single piece certified paracord- 550
type III with a 7 string core complying to military
standard MIL-C-5040. The core strings are
placed loose within, so that they can be easily
extracted in case of a need. It can sustain 249kg
(550 pounds) of load, has a high UV durability
and displays extremely low level of stretching
and contraction.
Black
Coyote brown
Olive drab

Ref. 17383
Ref. 17384
Ref. 17385

A very useful BB loader. Fill it with up to a hundred BB's, simply press the plunger while holding it to your magazine and 4 BB's are loaded
at a time. Shaped like a standard double-stack
pistol magazine, it will fit into most magazine
pouches, and therefore easy to bring with you
into the field. Great for pistol magazines. The
loader holds up to 100 6mm Airsoft BBs
Black
Transparent

Ref. 14847
Ref. 14849

Camouflage fabric,
4,5 m length, 5 cm wide

Camouflage stretch fabric, to wrap around your
rifle. Doesn't leave any residue.
5 cm wide. 450 cm long.
Woodland
desert

Ref. 16706
Ref. 16707
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Shooting targets

Shooting target, Auto reset

This shooting target has a BB trap when
unfolded. It has three different sized rubber
targets that fall when hit by Airsoft BBs. When
the smallest of the targets is hit, all three targets
reset themselves, and are ready once again.
Ref. 17348
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Flat pellet trap

This pellet trap holds 14 cm paper bullseye targets (ref. 16928), and traps the
BB's.
Ref. 16929

Cone pellet trap

This pellet trap holds 14 cm paper
bull-eye targets, and traps the
BB's.
Ref. 16930

Shooting targets

Stiff paper bulls-eye targets, with score
markings. 14 x14 cm. 100 pcs.
Ref. 16928

Shooting target with net

Shooting target with a net pellet trap, keeps the
BB's contained. Holds paper bulls-eyes targets.
Folds up for compact storage.

Sticking target

A bulls-eye type target made from sticky gel.
Will catch and hold BB's shot at it, allowing you
to keep track of the score. Clean with soapy
water to refresh the stickiness.

Ref. 14210
Large type
Small type

Ref. 15184
Ref. 15185

ULTIMATE Upgrades catalogues

Ref. 50011

English version
French version
Spanish version
Italian version

Ref. 16981
Ref. 17109
Ref. 17210
Ref. 17211

Merchandise

ASG US Airsoft catalogue
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Next Generation Proline flyer

ASG Cap, black

Ref. 17480
Ref. 17487

GB version
FR version

Smart cap with ASG logo embroidery. One-size.
Ref. 16346

EVO flyer A4

Gun displays

Information flyer on the CZ Scorpion EVO 3
A1 Airsoft submachine gun. The future of
Airsoft. Format A4.

Acrylic pistol display, with ASG logo printed on.
A great way of showing off any handgun.
ASG
Dan Wesson
Steyr
STI
CZ
Zastava
Bersa

Ref. 17341
17840_EV
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